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Abstract
In this thesis reconfigurable open AHL systems are introduced.
Open AHL systems are an extension of AHL systems introduced in [PER95] with open
places and communicating transitions. In addition to the modelling of concurrent systems with complex data they allow to model open systems which communicate with
their environment.
OAHLSystems, the category of open AHL systems and morphisms, is defined, and it
is shown that OAHLSystems is a weak adhesive HLR category. This result allows to
define reconfigurable open AHL systems as an instance of weak adhesive HLR systems
which are introduced in [EP06] to model dynamic systems.
Finally, a case study is presented that demonstrate the practical application of reconfigurable open AHL systems. This case study point out an enhancement of clarity, when
modelling and simulating a large-scale system by decomposing it into simple subsystems.

Zusammenfassung
In dieser Diplomarbeit werden rekonfigurierbare offene AHL Systeme eingeführt.
Offene AHL Systeme stellen eine Erweiterung der in [PER95] eingeführten AHL Systeme um offene Stellen und Kommunikationstransitionen dar. Neben der Modellierung
nebenläufiger Systeme mit komplexen Daten ermöglichen sie die Modellierung offener
Systeme, die sich in Kommunikation mit ihrer Umwelt befinden.
Es wird OAHLSystems, die Kategorie der offenen AHL Systeme und Morphismen,
definiert und gezeigt, dass diese eine weak adhesive HLR Kategorie ist. Dieses Ergebnis
ermöglicht die Definition der rekonfigurierbaren offenen AHL Systeme als eine Instanz
der weak adhesive HLR Systeme, die in [EP06] zur Modellierung dynamischer Systeme
eingeführte wurden.
Den Abschluss bildet eine Fallstudie, die die praktische Anwendung der rekonfigurierbaren offenen AHL Systeme aufzeigt.
Sie verdeutlicht eine Steigerung der
Übersichtlichkeit bei der Modellierung und Simulation eines komplexen Systems durch
Dekomposition in einfache Subsysteme.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Real-life systems are frequently characterized by complexity and dynamic, and consist
of interacting subsystems. In order to examine and optimise such complex, dynamic
systems an adequate modelling is a sine qua non (condition precedent).
To model dynamic systems and process flows the framework of weak adhesive high-level
replacement (HLR) systems have been introduced in [EP06]. Weak adhesive HLR systems, based on weak adhesive HLR categories, are a categorical generalisation of graph
grammars with double pushout approach ([Ehr79]) from graphs to high-level structures.
This framework gives a categorical description of a rule based, abstract rewriting technique. Since their introduction weak adhesive HLR systems have been instantiated with
various kinds of graphs, Petri nets, Petri systems and algebraic specifications.
One of these instances are reconfigurable algebraic high-level (AHL) systems, based on
AHLSystems, the category of AHL systems and AHL system morphisms. A reconfigurable AHL system consists of an AHL system, i.e. an AHL net with an actual marking,
and a set of rules whose application modify the AHL system’s structure at runtime.
AHL Nets themself are an extension of the categorical P/T Nets and combine P/T nets
with algebraic specifications. Categorical P/T Nets are based on the monoid structure of the classical formulation of Petri nets (see [MM90]) and have been introduced
in [EM96] to put the Petri nets into the mathematical context of category theory and
to use categorical methods.
Just like all kinds of Petri nets and Petri systems reconfigurable AHL systems are particularly suitable for modelling a system, that is characterised to be concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel or nondeterministic. Additionally, reconfigurable AHL
systems are very useful to model complex data and systems, whose structure can change
dynamically. However, reconfigurable AHL systems force us to take a global view when
modelling the behaviour of an open system, e.g. a subsystem. Since the complexity of
real-life systems become larger and more complex, the AHL system, that models such a
real-life system, become very large and unclear.
We point out this problem with the following example.
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Example 1.1. A typical application field of reconfigurable systems is the modelling of
dynamic workflows, e.g. emergency scenarios (see [HEP07]) where several organisations
can be involved. Figure 1.1 illustrates a workflow of an emergency scenario in a hospital
where two organisations are involved: the Fire Department and the hospital personnel
which consists of three groups. The different groups are marked by blue squares. Each
line represents the workflow of one person. Hence, the group Nurses contains of two
Nurses (N1, N2), Security contains of three persons (SCO, S1, EO), Fire Department
contains of four persons (FDO, F1, F2, F3) and CEO represent one person. For the sake
of clarity we dispense with the naming of the places and transitions and with the arc
inscriptions.

N2

N1

Nurses

SCO
CEO

S1
Security

EO

FDO

F1

F2

F3

Fire Department

Figure 1.1: Emergency Scenario modelled with an AHL System
The net in Figure 1.1 describes the workflow from a global perspective. Hence, the formalism of AHL systems is completely adequate. However, AHL systems do not allow for
modeling and examining an individual group, because each individual group or person
present a subsystem that interact with other subsystems. Since in emergency scenarios
typically a great number of persons are participating and the global view must be considered, an AHL system that represents an emergency scenario can become very large.
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1.2. Goal and Structure of this Work
The goal of this work is to overcome this limitation of reconfigurable AHL systems. In
typical software engineering approaches such large-scale systems are decomposed into
simple subsystems or modules, which are typically incorporated into the system through
interfaces. We follow this approach in this work.
For that purpose we extend the formalims of AHL Nets with open places and communicating transitions to open AHL nets. The idea of open places is to provide an interface,
that serves for communication. The communicating transitions represent the interconnection between different subsystems. So, the communication event itself is represented
by firing of the communicating transition, that are located between the corresponding
input and output places. When examining an individual subsystem the communication
events are presented by the creation and deletion of tokens.
In the following example we model the emergency scenario from Example 1.1 with an
open AHL system.
Example 1.2. Following the idea of interorganisational workflows in the sense of [Aal99]
each person has his/her own local workflow, that is private and need to communicate
with the workflows, which are dependent on this workflow or from which this workflow
is dependent on.
Open AHL systems allow for modelling of individual groups. Therefore, we consider only
the workflow of the group Security, shown in Figure 1.2.

I1

O1

TC

I3

I5

I6

O2

I2

SCO

TC

I4

I7

S1

EO

Security

Figure 1.2: Emergency Scenario modelled by an Open AHL Net
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We first consider the local workflows of the individual persons marked by white squares.
The places without names represent the actual workflow. Additionally, there exist places
marked by free incoming or outgoing arcs. Incoming arcs mark input places for receiving
data, and outgoing arcs mark output places for sending data. Input and output places
constitute the open places. Considering the person SCO we have the places I1 and I2 as
input places and the places O1 and O2 as output places. For person S1 there are the
input places I3 and I4, and for person EO there are the input places I5, I6 and I7.
The workflow of the group Security consists of the local workflows of SCO, S1 and EO.
Both S1 and EO are dependent on SCO. Examining the correct execution of the Security’s workflow we must describe these dependencies. For that we connect the appropriate places by using communicating transitons, T1 and T2, whose firing represent a
communication event. While such a connection an open place is inactive for external
communication. Thus, only the places I1, I2 and I6 can receive data from the Security’s
environment. These places represent the dependency of the Security group on ECO and
Fire Department, described in Figure 1.1.
This thesis is structured as follows. In Section 1.3 we informally introduce the structural and behavioural characteristics of open AHL systems. Then we give an overview
of closely related work. In Chapter 2 we first define open AHL nets and open AHL net
morphisms, and we examine their characteristics. Afterwards we define OAHLNets,
the category of open AHL nets and the corresponding morphisms, and examine its categorical properties. At the end of Chapter 2 we extend open AHL nets with an actual
marking to obtain open AHL systems, and define the category OAHLSystems. To
adopt the framework of weak adhesive high-level replacement (HLR) systems the category OAHLSystems must be a weak adhesive HLR category. In Chapter 3 we briefly
introduce weak adhesive HLR categories first, and then we prove that open AHL systems and the corresponding morphisms form a weak adhesive HLR category. Chapter 4
introduce reconfigurable open AHL systems, based on OAHLSystems, and discuss the
application of rules in open AHL systems. Afterwards, we examine our results by a case
study in Chapter 5. We consider the workflow of an emergency scenario based on the
”Johns Hopkins Safety Manual” [JH007a, JH007b] for fire incident responsibilities. The
construction of the used algebraic specification and the total simulation of the case study
can be found in Appendix C. In Chapter 6 we give a conclusion of this work and an
outlook of future works. Finally, we summarize some basic notions from category theory
in Appendix A, and list the categories and algebraic specifications which we use in this
work in Appendix B.

1.3. Informal Introduction of Open AHL Systems
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1.3. Informal Introduction of Open AHL Systems
This section illustrates the structural and behavioural characteristic of the classical Petri
systems first. Afterwards, their extension to AHL systems is described. And finally, we
briefly describe our extension of AHL systems to open AHL systems.

1.3.1. Place/Transition Systems
A Place/Transition system consists of a Place/Transition net, short P/T net, and an
actual state of this system, i.e. the actual marking. A P/T net itself consists of two
kinds of nodes: places and transitions. Places, represented by circles, indicate the states,
and transitions, represented by rectangles, indicate the actions of a system. Each place
contains a varying number of tokens which are presented as black dots. The number
of the tokens in each places gives the current state, i.e. the marking of the modelled
system. The relationship between the nodes are represented by directed arcs. Each arc
connects a place to a transition or vice versa, but never two nodes of the same kind.
An arc has a positive integer attached to it, called arc inscription. The places which are
sources of the incoming arcs of a transition t form the pre-domain of t. And the places
which are targets of the outgoing arcs of a transitions t form the post-domain of t.
The state of the system can be changed by firing of a transition. A transition may
only fire if it is enabled, i.e. each pre-domain place of the transition must contain at
least the number of tokens given by the arc inscription. The execution of P/T nets is
nondeterministic, multiple transitions can be enabled at the same time, any one of which
may fire and none is required to fire. When a transition fires, it removes tokens from its
pre-condition places and adds some to all of its post-condition places. The number of
removed/added tokens depends on the arc inscription of the corresponding arcs. This
firing of transitions in subsequent markings is called token game.

1.3.2. Algebraic High Level Systems
Just like P/T systems algebraic high-level (AHL) systems are given by a net, in this
case an AHL net, and an actual marking. AHL nets combine P/T nets with algebraic
specifications. Therefore, tokens are not black tokens, but data elements are specified by
the algebraic specification. For this reason tokens are distinguishable now. In addition,
in AHL nets each place has a data type and contains only data elements of this data
type.
The transitions in an AHL net have incoming and outgoing arcs, just like transitions
in P/T nets. However, the pre- and post-condition of a transition define not only how
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many tokens must be removed from the pre-domain places and added to the post-domain
places, but also which data elements. Arc inscriptions with terms with variables allows
for more complex calculations of this data elements when a transition fires. Additional
conditions for firing of a transition are expressed by a set of equations.

1.3.3. Open Algebraic High-Level Systems
An open AHL system consists of an open AHL net and an actual marking. An open
AHL net is an AHL net extended with communicating transitions and open places, more
precisely input and output places. Places are represented by circles, just like places in
AHL nets. In addition, the input and output places are marked by incoming and outgoing
arcs.
For the pre- and post-condition places of a local transition t holds:
1.
2.

the pre-condition places of t consists of local and input places and
the post-condition places of t consists of local and output places.

For the pre- and post-condition places of a communicating transition t holds:
1.
2.

the pre-condition places of t consists of output places,
the post-condition places of t consists of input places.

As mentioned before transitions indicate the actions of a system. The formulated requirements for the pre- and post-conditions ensure that local transitions only represent
actions within a subsystem, and that communicating transitions only represent the interactions between different subsystems. In addition to the firing of transitions an open
AHL net allows the creation and deletion of data elements. This part of the token game
describes external interactions, i.e. the system can send data elements to and receive
data elements from its environment.

1.4. Related Work
Closely related to our work there exist different extensions of Petri nets for both the
modelling of open systems and the modelling of dynamically changes of systems. In this
section we present some of them.

1.4. Related Work
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1.4.1. Reactive/Modular Systems with Petri Nets
Open Nets, introduced in [BCEH05] are classical P/T nets with a distinguished set
of open places. These places are intended to represent the interface between the
net and its environment. An open place is either an input or an output place,
or both. The result is an extension of the token game of P/T nets, viz. open
nets allow for modelling producing and consuming of tokens by the environment,
in addition to the firing of transitions. There is defined ONet the category of
open nets and open net morphisms. However, ONet does not have all pushouts.
Therefore, ONet cannot be a weak adhesive HLR category.
Labelled Nets with Interface have been introduced in [NPS95], where an interface
for a net N is define by a selection of places and transitions of N which specifies what
parts of N are public, [...] and what parts are private to N. The private places and
transitions [...] cannot be used for connecting N with other nets. More precisely,
net interfaces are built out of two components: an ‘input’ interface, consisting of
places, and an ‘output’ interface, consisting of transitions.
In [PW98] the approach of Nielsen, Priese and Sassone are continued. In this
paper, generalized, labelled Petri nets N where some transitions and places are
distinguished as public are considered. Public transitions and places form the
interface of N that may communicate with a Petri net context. An elementary
calculus, C, is introduced in which one can construct any Petri net with an interface
from trivial constants (single places, single transitions) by drawing arcs, adding
tokens, and hiding public places and transitions. The authors prove the existence
of a universal context U such that two Petri nets behave the same in any context
if their behaviour is equal in the universal context.
Labeled Nets: In [GV03] Groote and Voorhoeve give a structured operational semantics for open nets as algebraic terms, without any context. They have unconnected
places and transitions as atoms, the merge as binary operator and several unary
operators: consumption/production, node relabeling and place/transition fusion.
All nodes that are not labeled with the internal label ι are external nodes that can
be interfaced with. Different external nodes can have the same label, causing nondeterminism.
Petri Net Components: We recall two approaches to Petri net components, i.e. Petri
nets with distinguished interface places.
1.

In [Kin97] Kindler introduce the concept of Petri net components—a Petri net
equipped with input and output places. Components can be composed at these
input and output places. He present a compositional semantics for components
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and show how components can be specified in a rely-guarantee-style by help of
a temporal logic.
2.

In [Bas98] components of Petri nets with interface places of unspecified orientation are considered. A compositional operational semantics of Petri net
components is described within a process algebra specifically designed for this
purpose. This allows the verification of net components against requirements
by means of equational reasoning. Moreover, the algebraic presentation of
the operational semantics is used to formalize a notion of behavior inheritance between components. [BCEH05]

1.4.2. Dynamic Changes of Systems
Stratified Petri Nets is a subclass of Valk’s self-modifying nets. In [BD97] states:
Self-modifying nets [...] are generalizations of Petri nets in which the flow relation
between a place and a transition is a linear function of the marking. Techniques
of linear algebra used in the study of the structural properties of Petri net can be
adapted in this extended framework, in particular each transition may be associated
with a matrix and the modification of the marking due to a sequence of firable
transitions can be encoded by the corresponding product of matrices.
Stratified nets are self-modifying nets for which an ordering on places may be chosen
so that the matrices associated with transitions are triangular, which amounts to
say that there are no circular dependencies between places in the specification of
flow arc inscriptions: places may be partionned into layers so that inscription on
flow arcs attached to a given place, depend at most on the contents of places in
lower layers.
Dynamic Petri Nets of Asperti and Busi is also a model that allow for dynamically
changes. In [AB96] states:
Dynamic nets are a variation of colored nets, where the colors of the tokens are
tuples of names and the post set of the transitions is not static, but depends on
the colors of the tokens the transition consumes. And moreover, the set of places
and transitions may increase during the execution: instead of producing only new
tokens, a transition can generate a new subnet. As a consequence, the current state
of the net is not represented any more by a marking, but by a net.
Reconfigurable Petri Nets are a subclass of net rewriting systems and formally
equivalent to Petri nets. In [LO04] is stated:

1.4. Related Work
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Net rewriting systems are based on [...] graph grammars and Valks self-modifying
nets. The rewriting rules of net rewriting systems are very similar to productions
of graph grammars [...] and the application of a rewriting rule is like a direct
derivation in graph grammars [...]. As in self-modifying nets, we model a system which consists of a set of Petri nets, called configurations, and a mechanism
that allows the system to evolve from one configuration to another under certain
circumstances.
The model of reconfigurable Petri nets is a particular net rewriting system where
[...] the set of places and transitions is left unchanged by rewriting rules. Such
rules only change the flow relations of the places in their domains.

2. Open Algebraic High Level Systems
In this chapter we define open algebraic high level (AHL) systems. First we introduce
open AHL nets, their operational behaviour and open AHL net morphisms. Subsequently
we examine the categorial properties of open AHL nets. And finally we augment the
open AHL nets with an actual marking to open AHL systems.

2.1. Open Algebraic High Level Nets
Open AHL nets are an extension of AHL nets (see [EPR94]) with open places and
communicating transitions. In contrast to AHL nets an open AHL net has three different
modi for places–local, input and output–and two different modi of transitions–local and
communicating. While local places are used to demonstrate the internal process scheme
of a system, input and output places describe the interaction of this system with its
environment.
The embedding and transforming of an open AHL net N 1 in an adequate open AHL
net N 2 is formally described by open AHL net morphisms. Here the structure and
functionality of the modelled system must be preserved, i.e. amongst others an open
AHL net morphism must preserve the mode of places. To keep at the categorical context
we build the sets of places (P ) by using the categorical coproduct (A.8). The coproduct
inclusions map the different sets of places (P L, P I, P O) into copies of themself in P . The
coproduct ensures that the individual morphisms for the different modi are preserved by
an open AHL net morphism.
Since P L, P I and P O are objects of the category SETS, the coproduct is given by
the disjoint union. With regard to the category which we define in Section 2.1.4 we
examine whether the disjoint union actually complies with the categorial requirements
first. Following this, we define open AHL nets and morphisms.

2.1.1. Disjoint Union as Functor
The disjoint union must be a functor which preserves pushouts and pullbacks along Mmorphisms. In the following we proof these properties.
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Definition 2.1 (Disjoint Union as Functor). The disjoint union functor D : SETS ×
SETS → SETS is defined by the disjoint union in SETS with (A, B) = A ] B where
•
•

DOb (A, B) = A ] B
DM or (f ) = DM or (fA , fB ) = fA ] fB with (fA ] fB )(x) =



fA (x)
fB (x)

x∈A
x∈B

Now we show that D is compatible with composition and identities.
1.

For all morphisms f = (fA , fB ) : (A1 , B1 ) → (A2 , B2 ) and g = (gA , gB ) :
(A2 , B2 ) → (A3 , B3 ) ∈ M orSETS×SETS it holds that D(g ◦ f ) = D(g) ◦ D(f ).
D(f ◦ g)(A1 ] B1 )

2.

=
=
=
=
=

(fA ◦ gA )(A1 ) ] (fB ◦ gB )(B1 )
(fA (gA (A1 ))) ] (fB (gB (B1 )))
D(f )(gA (A1 )DgB (B1 ))
D(f )(D(g)(A1 ] B1 ))
D(f ) ◦ D(g)(A1 ] B1 )

For all objects (A, B) ∈ SETS × SETS, it holds that D(id( A, B)) = idD(A,B) .
D(id(A,B) )

=
=
=
=
=
=

D((idSETS×SETS )(A, B))
D(idSETS (A), idSETS (B))
D(A, B)
A]B
idSETS (A ] B)
idA]B

Remark. In SETS the coproduct A + B is defined by the disjoint union with iA : A →
A + B and iB : B → A + B are inclusions.
Theorem 2.2 (Disjoint Union preserves Pushouts). The disjoint union functor D preserves pushouts.
Proof. As shown in [EMC+ 01] a colimit is a special case of a free construction w.r.t. the
constant functor ConstS,C , which we can extend to the free functor ColimS . In [EM90]
is stated that a free functor preserves colimits. Since the disjoint union defines the
coproduct in SETS and coproducts are colimits, we can reason that the disjoint union
preserves colimits. As well as coproducts pushouts are colimits, too. Hence, the disjoint
union functor D preserves pushouts.
Theorem 2.3 (Disjoint Union preserves Pullbacks). The the disjoint union functor D
preserves pullbacks. This means, given a pullback P B in SETS×SETS, then the square
P B1 is a pullback diagram in SETS as well.
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Proof. Let P B be a pullback in the product category SETS × SETS. Then the componentwise squares are pullbacks in the underlying categories. Hence P BA and P BB are
pullbacks in SETS.
(πf

(A3 , B3 )

A

, πf

B

)

(PB)

(πgA , πgB )

(gA , gB )

(A2 , B2 )

(A1 , B1 ) A3

(fA , fB ) πgA

(A0 , B0 ) A2

πf

A

(P BA )
gA

πf

A1 B 3

fA πgB

B

(P BB )

A0 B 2

gB

B1

fB

B0

Following the pullback construction in [EMC+ 01] we define A3 and B3 as follows:
A3

= {(x1 , x2 )|fA (x1 ) = gA (x2 ) f or x1 ∈ A1 , x2 ∈ A2 }

B3

= {(x1 , x2 )|fB (x1 ) = gB (x2 ) f or x1 ∈ B1 , x2 ∈ B2 }.

Pullbacks are unique up to isomorphism. Therefore, there can exist other objects A3 ∼
=
B
in
SETS,
which
are
pullbacks
to
the
given
spans,
too.
Since
functors
A3 and B3 ∼
= 3
preserve isomorphisms, it follows:
(A3 ∼
= A3 ∧ B3 ∼
= B3 ) ⇒ (A3 ] B3 ∼
= A3 ] B 3 )
Hence, it remains to show that A3 ] B3 is a pullback in SETS for A3 and B3 defined
above.
The category SETS has pullbacks. Therefore, there exists (A4 , π(fA ]fB ) , π(gA ]gB ) ) so
that P B0 is a pullback. Following [EMC+ 01] we define A4 by:
A4 := {(x1 , x2 )|(gA ] gB )(x2 ) = (fA ] fB )(x1 ), x1 ∈ (A1 ] B1 ), x2 ∈ (A2 ] B2 )}
A4

π(g ]g )
A
B

A2 ] B 2

π(f ]f )
A
B

(P B0 )

(gA ] gB )

A1 ] B 1

A3 ] B 3

(fA ] fB )

π(g ]g )
A
B

A0 ] B 0

A2 ] B 2

π(f ]f )
A
B

(P B1 )

(gA ] gB )

A1 ] B 1
(fA ] fB )

A0 ] B 0

To show that (A3 ]B3 , π(fA ]fB ) , π(gA ]gB ) ) is a pullback to the span (A0 ]B0 , fA ]fB , gA ]
gB ) we show that A3 ] B3 = A4 .
For P B0 holds:
(*)

Let (gA ] gB )(x) ∈ (fA ] fB )(A1 ). With (fA ] fB )(y) = fA (y) for all y ∈ A1 follows
(fA ] fB )(A1 ) ⊆ A0 . Therefore, (gA ] gB )(x) ∈ A0 . So, (gA ] gB )(x) = gA (x).
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(**) Let (gA ] gB )(x) ∈ (fA ] fB )(B1 ). With (fA ] fB )(y) = fB (y) for all y ∈ B1 follows
(fA ] fB )(B1 ) ⊆ B0 . Therefore, (gA ] gB )(x) ∈ B0 . So, (gA ] gB )(x) = gB (x).
Now we can show that A3 ] B3 = A4 .
”⇐” Let (x1 , x2 ) ∈ A4 . We must consider two cases:
a)

x 1 ∈ A1

⇒
⇒
PO com.

⇒
(∗)

b)

x1 ∈ B1

πfA ]fB (x1 , x2 ) ∈ A1
(fA ] fB )(πfA ]fB (x1 , x2 )) ∈ f (A1 )
(gA ] gB )(πgA ]gB (x1 , x2 )) ∈ f (A1 )

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

(gA ] gB )(πgA ]gB (x1 , x2 )) = gA (πgA ]gB (x1 , x2 ))
πgA ]gB (x1 , x2 ) ∈ A2
x 2 ∈ A2
(x1 , x2 ) ∈ A3 ⊆ A3 ] B3

⇒
⇒

πfA ]fB (x1 , x2 ) ∈ B1
(fA ] fB )(πfA ]fB (x1 , x2 )) ∈ f (B1 )

PO com.

⇒

(∗∗)

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

(gA ] gB )(πgA ]gB (x1 , x2 )) ∈ f (B1 )

(gA ] gB )(πgA ]gB (x1 , x2 )) = gB (πgA ]gB (x1 , x2 ))
πgA ]gB (x1 , x2 ) ∈ B2
x2 ∈ B2
(x1 , x2 ) ∈ B3 ⊆ A3 ] B3

Hence, A4 ⊆ A3 ] B3
”⇒” Let x ∈ (A3 ] B3 ). Again we must consider two cases:
a)

x ∈ A3

PA is P B

⇒
⇒

def.A4

⇒

b)

x ∈ B3

PB isP B

⇒
⇒

def.A4

⇒

fA (πfA (x)) = gA (πgA (x))
(fA ] fB )(πfA (x)) = (gA ] gB )(πgA (x))
(πfA (x), πgA (x)) ∈ A4
fB (πfB (x)) = gB (πgB (x))
(fA ] fB )(πfB (x)) = (gA ] gB )(πgB (x))
(πfB (x), πgB (x)) ∈ A4

Hence, A3 ] B3 ⊆ A4
We conclude that A4 = A3 ] B3 . Thus (A3 ] B3 , πfA ]fB , πgA ]gB ) is a pullback to the
span (A0 ] B0 , fA ] fB , gA ] gB ).
Hence, the disjoint functor preserves pullbacks.
After showing that the disjoint union complies with our requirements we define open
AHL nets in the next section.
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2.1.2. Formal Definition and Operational Behaviour of Open AHL Nets
In this section we give the formal definition of an open AHL net and its operational
behaviour - the firing behaviour and the creation and deletion of tokens.
Definition 2.4 (Open Algebraic High Level (AHL) Nets). An open AHL net oAN =
(SP, P, T, pre, post, cond, type, A) consists of
•

an algebraic specification SP = (Σ, E; X) with signature Σ = (S, OP ), equations
E, and additional variables X over Σ;

•

the disjoint union P = P L ] P I ] P O of the following sets

•

•

–

PL - the set of local places

–

PI - the set of input places

–

PO - the set of output places

the disjoint union T = T L ] T C of the following sets
–

TL - the set of local transitions

–

TC - the set of communicating transitions

pre- and post conditions pre and post, with
–

pre, post: T → (TΣ (X) ⊗ P )⊕ where
∗

pre: T L → (TΣ (X) ⊗ (P L ] P I)⊕ ,
post: T L → (TΣ (X) ⊗ P L ] P O)⊕ ,

∗

pre: T C → (TΣ (X) ⊗ P O)⊕ ,
post: T C → (TΣ (X) ⊗ P I)⊕ ;

•

firing conditions cond : T → Pf in (Eqns(Σ; X));

•

a type of places with type : P → S

•

a (Σ, E)-algebra A

where
1.

the signature Σ = (S, OP ) consists of sorts S and operation symbols OP,

2.

TΣ (X) is the set of terms with variables X over the signature Σ,

3.

(TΣ (X) ⊗ P ) = {(term, p)|term ∈ TΣ (X)type(p) ; p ∈ P },

4.

Eqns(Σ, X) are all equations over the signature Σ with variables X.
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Remark. The local places and local transitions comply with places and transitions of
AHL nets. So, each AHL net can be mapped to an open AHL net with P I = P O =
T C = ∅.
In the graphical representation of an open AHL net input and output places are distinguished from local places by incoming and outgoing arrows. In Example 2.5 we consider
a part of our case study from Chapter 5 as an introductory example.
Example 2.5. Figure 2.1 shows a system S, which consists of the subsystem S1 and
S2. The subsystem S2 starts operating when it has received an appropriate message
from subsystem S1. The transition TC, which is located between the output place Message to Escort Officer of S1 and the input place Receive call from SCO of S2, serve as
interconnection between these subsystems.
Person: start
P9

Message:
Call for fire
emergency
from centrex

m18

Received call
from centrex
isIn(getRecipients(m18),
getCall-ID(P9);
getKind(m18)=codeRed
P9

Person: Respond
IFRT to fire location
P9

IFRT informed
P9

Person: Respond
Escort Officer
to staging location

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l1, s1)

Message:
Message
to IFRT
Person: start

P9

EO informed

S1

P9

TC

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l2, s2)

Message:
Message to
Escort Officer

Person: Waiting
for receiving new
information

m

Message:
Receive call
from SCO
m16

m

Got message
isIn(getRecipients(m16),
getCall-ID(P8))
getKind(m16)=codeRed

setLocation(P8, sArea)

S2

S

P8

Person: Meet FD
at staging area

Figure 2.1: open AHL net of system S
In the following we abbreviate ’Escort Officer’ by ’EO’. For a sake of clarity the items places and transitions - get a prefix S1 or S2 respectively.
The corresponding open AHL net is given by
SP

= PM as defined in 5.2.1

2.1. Open Algebraic High Level Nets
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PL

= {S1:start, S1:Respond IFRT to the fire location, S1:Respond EO to the staging location, S1:Waiting for receiving new information, S2:start, S2:Meet FD at staging area}

PI

= {S1:Call for fire emergency from Centrex, S2:Receive call from SCO}

PO

= {S1:Message to IFRT, S1:Message to EO}

TL

= {S1:Received call from Centrex, S1:IFRT informed, S1:EO informed, S2:Got message}

TC

= {TC}

pre

= {S1:Received call from Centrex 7→ (xM essage , S1:Call for fire emergency from Centrex) ⊕ (xP erson , S1:start),
S1:IFRT informed 7→ (xP erson , S1:Respond IFRT to fire location),
S1:EO informed 7→ (xP erson , S1:Respond EO to staging location),
S2:Got message 7→ (xM essage , S2:Receive call from SCO) ⊕ (xP erson , S2:start),
TC 7→ (xM essage , S1:Message to EO)}

post = {S1:Received call from Centrex 7→ (xP erson , S1:Respond IFRT to fire location),
S1:IFRT informed 7→ (xP erson , S1:Respond EO to staging location) ⊕ (xM essage ,
S1:Message to IFRT),
S1:EO informed 7→ (xP erson , S1:Waiting for receiving new information) ⊕ (xM essage ,
S1:Message to EO),
S2:Got message 7→ (xP erson , S2:Meet FD at staging area),
TC 7→ (xM essage , S2:Receive call from SCO)}

cond = {S1:Received call from Centrex 7→ {isIn(getRecipients(m18), getCall-ID(P9)),
getKind(m18) = codeRed},
S2:Got message 7→ {isIn(getRecipients(m16), getCall-ID(P8)), getKind(m16) =

codeRed},
{S1:IFRT informed, S1:EO informed, TC} 7→ ∅}
type = { PL 7→ Person, PI ∪ PO 7→ Message }
A

= A as definded in 5.2.2
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For the formal definition of the operational behaviour of open AHL nets we define the
marking and consistent transition assignment first. The marking assigns data elements
of the algebra A to the places of an open AHL net. Note that for each place p with
type(p) = s ∈ S only data elements of the sort s are allowed.
Definition 2.6 (Marking of Open AHL Nets). A marking of an open AHL net N is
given by M ∈ CP ⊕ where
CP = (A ⊗ P ) = {(a, p)|a ∈ Atype(p) , p ∈ P }.
Example 2.7. Considering Figure 2.1 we determine an empty marking which is specified
by the identity element of free commutative monoids, thus M = λ.
The consistent transition assignment gives the assignments for the variables of a transition t ∈ T so that the conditions of t are fulfilled.
Definition 2.8 (Consistent Transition Assignment). The set of variables Var(t) ⊆ X of
a transition t ∈ T are the variables of the net inscriptions in pre(t), post(t) and cond(t).
Let asg : V ar(t) → A be a variable assignment with term evaluation asg # :
TΣ (V ar(t)) → A, then (t, asg) is a consistent transition assignment iff cond(t) is validated in A under asg.
The set CT of consistent transition assignments is defined by:
CT = {(t, asg)|t ∈ T (t, asg) consistent transition assignment}.
Using the consistent transition assignment we can define functions to determine the data
elements which must be removed from the pre-domain and added to the post-domain
after firing of a transition.
Definition 2.9 (A - Pre and Post Domains). The A-pre-domain and A-post-domain
preA , postA : CT → CP ⊕ of a given open AHL net oAN = (SP, P, T, pre, post, cond,
type, A) are defined by:
preA (t, asg) = (asg ⊗ idP )⊕ pre(t) and
postA (t, asg) = (asg ⊗ idP )⊕ post(t)
where asg = xeval(asg) and (asg ⊗ idP ) : TOP (V ar(t)) ⊗ P → CP defined by: (asg ⊗
idP )(term, p) = (asg(term), p).
So, we can define the token game of open AHL nets.
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Definition 2.10 (Operational Behaviour). The operational behavior of an open AHL
net N is described by the following three cases.
I

Firing of a transition: A transition t ∈ TN is enabled in M under asg iff
(t, asg) ∈ CT and preA (t, asg) ≤ M. The follower marking M 0 is given by
M0 = M

II

preA (t, asg) ⊕ postA (t, asg).

Creation of a token by the environment: Let the set of active input places of
N IA be defined by
IA = P IN \ {p ∈ P IN | ∃c ∈ T CN : p ≤ post(c)
Then the creation of a token is given by the follower marking M 0 as defined as
follows:
M 0 = M ⊕ (a, p) with p ∈ IA , a ∈ type(p).

III

Deletion of a token by the environment: Let the set of active output places
of N OA be defined by
OA = P ON \ {p ∈ P ON | ∃c ∈ T CN : p ≤ pre(c)}.
Then the deletion of a token is given by the follower marking M 0 as defined as
follows:
M 0 = M (a, p) with p ∈ OA , a ∈ type(p).

In order to illustrate the last definition–and in parrticular the creation and deletion of
tokens–we consider the following example.
Example 2.11. Again, we consider the open AHL net from Example 2.5. There, the
sets of input and output places and communicating transitions are given by
•

PI = {Call for fire emergency from Centrex, Receive call from SCO},

•

PO = {Message to IFRT, Message to EO} and

•

TC = {TC}.

First we examine on which input places we can create tokens. For that we construct the
set of active input places IA - those input places that are not located in the post domain
of TC.
IA

=
\
=

{Call for fire emergency from Centrex, Receive call from SCO}
{Receive call from SCO}
{Call for fire emergency from Centrex}.
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Analogously, we can build the set OA of active output places and get OA = {Message to
IFRT}.
So, we can create tokens on Call for fire emergency from Centrex and delete tokens from
Message to IFRT, provided that there are tokens on Message to IFRT.
The actual marking of our example is given by M = λ (see Example 2.7). Therefore, we
can only create new tokens on Call for fire emergency from Centrex. Let m be the token,
which we create. Since type(Call for fire emergency from Centrex) = AM essage the token m
must be a data element of the sort AM essage . The marking M 0 after the creation of this
token is given by:
M’

=
=

λ ⊕ (m, Call for fire emergency from Centrex)
(m, Call for fire emergency from Centrex)

Figure 2.2 shows the open AHL net of our example with the new marking M 0 .
Person: start
P9

m
Message:
Call for fire
emergency
from centrex

m18

Received call
from centrex
isIn(getRecipients(m18),
getCall-ID(P9);
getKind(m18)=codeRed
P9

Person: Respond
IFRT to fire location
P9

IFRT informed
P9

Person: Respond
Escort Officer
to staging location

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l1, s1)

Message:
Message
to IFRT
Person: start

P9

EO informed

S1

S

P9

Person: Waiting
for receiving new
information

TC

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l2, s2)

Message:
Message to
Escort Officer

m

Message:
Receive call
from SCO
m16

m

P8

Got message
isIn(getRecipients(m16),
getCall-ID(P8))
getKind(m16)=codeRed

setLocation(P8, sArea)

S2

Person: Meet FD
at staging area

Figure 2.2: System S with marking M 0
Active open places can be characterised by open places which are not engaged in internal
communication. In other words active open places are available for external communication.
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In the next section we define the morphisms between open AHL nets and examine their
characteristics.

2.1.3. Generalised Open AHL Net Morphisms
A generalised open AHL net morphism maps an open AHL net to another open AHL
net which can have a different algebraic specification and algebra. This means that we
have to deal with morphisms between algebras of different specifications. Therefore, we
use generalised homomorphisms - a special case of generalised morphisms introduced
in [EBO91].
Definition 2.12 (Generalised Homomorphism). Given a generalised algebra ((Σ, E), A)
with (Σ, E) is an algebraic specification and A is a (Σ, E) - algebra. Then a generalised
homomorphism ((fS , fOP ), fA ) : ((Σ, E), A) → ((Σ, E)0 , A0 ) is defined by
•

(fS , fOP ) : (Σ, E) → (Σ, E)0 is a specification morphism with fS : S → S 0 , signa#
ture part fOP : OP → OP 0 and the extension fOP
to terms and equations

•

fA : A → V(fS ,fOP ) (A0 ) where V(fS ,fOP ) is the forgetful functor induced by (fS , fOP ).

The composition of two generalised homomorphisms f = ((fS , fOP ), fA ) : A1 → A2 and
g = ((gS , gOP ), fA ) : A2 → A3 is defined by: g ◦ f = ((gS , gOP ) ◦ (fS , fOP ), V(fS ,fOP ) (gA ) ◦
fA ) : A1 → A3 .
Definition 2.13 (Generalised Open AHL Net Morphism). Given open AHL nets N, N’.
Then is f = (fSP , fP , fT , fA ) : N → N 0 given by
•

fSP = (fS , fOP , fX ) with
fX : X → X 0 is an injective mapping of variables

–
•

fP = (fP L : P L → P L0 ) ] (fP I : P I → P I 0 ) ] (fP O : P O → P O0 )

•

fT = (fT L : T L → T L0 ) ] (fT C : T C → T C 0 ) and

•

((fS , fOP ), fA ) is a generalised homomorphism.

f is an open AHL net morphism iff f is compatible with pre, post, cond and type as shown
in the following diagrams.
T

pre

fT

=

T0

pre0

(TΣ (X) ⊗ P )⊕

T

post

(fSP ⊗ fP )⊕

fT

=

(TΣ0 (X 0 ) ⊗ P 0 )⊕

T0

post0

#

(TΣ (X) ⊗ P )⊕
#

(fSP ⊗ fP )⊕

(TΣ0 (X 0 ) ⊗ P 0 )⊕
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T

Pf in (Eqns(Σ; X))

cond

=

fT

T0

cond0

P

#

Pf in (fSP )

fP

Pf in (Eqns(Σ0 ; X 0 ))

P0

typeP

S

=

fSP,S

type0P

S0

The following theorem shows that an open AHL net morphism f : N1 → N2 preserves
the operational behaviour of N1 in N2 .
Theorem 2.14 (Open AHL net morphisms preserve operational behaviour). Given an
open AHL net morphism fN = (fSP , fP , fT , fA ) : N1 → N2 . Let M1 be a marking of N1
#
and M2 := (fSP
⊗ fP )⊕ (M1 ) a marking of N2 . Then
I.

fN preserves the firing behaviour of N1 as follows:
a)

Let CT1 and CT2 be the sets of consistent transition assignments. If
(t, asg1 ) ∈ CT1 with asg1 : (V ar(t)) → A1 and pre1A (t, asg1 ) ≤ M1 then
there is an assignment asg2 : V ar(fT (t)) = A2 given by the following diagram
with (fT (t), asg2 ) ∈ CT2 and pre2A (fT (t), asg2 ) ≤ M2 ;
V ar(fT (t1 ))

−1
fOP

V ar(t1 )

b)

A2

=

fA

asg1

A1
(t,asg1 )

the follower marking after firing is preserved: if M1 −→ M10 in N1 then
M2

II.

asg2

(fT (t),asg2 )

−→

#
M20 in N2 with M20 = (fSP
⊗ fP )⊕ (M10 ).

fN is communication preserving as follows
a)

For all p ∈ IA,1 with fI (p) ∈ IA,2 the follower marking after creation of a
token is preserved:
⊕(a,p)

if M1 −→ M10 in N1 then M2
b)

⊕(fA (a),fP (p))

−→

M20 in N2 .

For all p ∈ OA,1 with fO (p) ∈ OA,2 the follower marking after deletion of a
token is preserved:
(a,p)

if M1 −→ M10 in N1 then M2

(fA (a),fP (p))

−→

M20 in N2 .
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Proof.

I.a) Since fN is an open AHL net morphism, fX : X1 → X2 is injective. There#
−1
fore, fOP
: V ar(t) → V ar(fT (t)) is bijective (2.15). Hence, fOP
exists and the
assignment asg2 : V ar(fT (t)) → A2 can be constructed as given by the preced#
ing figure. Furthermore, precondition fSP
(cond1 (t)) = cond2 (fT (t)) implies that
(fT (t), asg2 ) ∈ CT2 .
In order to show pre2A (fT (t), asg2 ) ≤ M2 we show the following first:
#
(fSP
⊗ fP )⊕ (preA1 (t, asg1 )) = preA2 (fT (t), asg2 ) (∗∗)

#
(fSP
⊗ fP )⊕ (preA1 (t, asg1 ))
#
=(fSP
⊗ fP )⊕ (asg1 ⊗ idP1 )⊕ (pre1 (t))
#
=(fSP ◦ asg1 ⊗ fP ◦ idP1 )⊕ (pre1 (t))
#
=(asg2 ◦ fSP
⊗ idP2 ◦ fP )⊕ (pre1 (t))
#
⊗ fP )⊕ (pre1 (t))
=(asg2 ⊗ idP2 )⊕ (fSP
⊕
=(asg2 ⊗ idP2 ) (pre2 (fT (t)))
=preA2 (fT (t), asg2 )

Definition 2.9
◦ distributive w.r.t. ×
[EMC+ 01]-Theorem 9.4.2
◦ distributive w.r.t. ×
open AHL net morphism
Definition 2.9

Analogue, the following statement holds:
#
(fSP
⊗ fP )⊕ (postA1 (t, asg1 )) = postA2 (fT (t), asg2 ).
#
⊗ fP )⊕ is monotone, precondition and (**) hold, so:
(fSP

M2

I.b) For given M1
M20

#
(fSP
⊗ fP )⊕ (M1 )
#
(fSP ⊗ fP )⊕ (preA1 (t, asg1 ))
preA2 (fT (t), asg2 )

:=
≥
=

(t,asg1 )

→

:=
=
=
=

⇒ M2

(fT (t),asg2 )

→

M10 we have to show M2

(fT (t),asg2 )

−→

M20

#
(fSP
⊗ fP )⊕ (M10 )
#
(fSP
⊗ fP )⊕ (M1 preA1 (t, asg1 ) ⊕ (postA1 (t, asg1 )))
#
#
(fSP ⊗ fP )⊕ (M1 ) (fSP
⊗ fP )⊕ (preA1 (t, asg1 ))
#
⊕
⊕(fSP ⊗ fP ) (postA1 (t, asg1 ))
M2 preA2 (fT (t), asg2 ) ⊕ postA2 (fT (t), asg2 )

M20
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II.a) Given p ∈ IA,1 with fI (p) ∈ IA,2 and M10 = M1 ⊕ (a, p) with a ∈ type(p). To show
(fSP , fP )(M10 ) = M20 := M2 ⊕ (fA (a), fI (p)).
(fSP , fP )(M10 )

=
=
=
=
=

(fSP , fP )(M1 ⊕ (a, p))
(fSP , fP )(M1 ) ⊕ (fSP , fP )(a, p)
M2 ⊕ (fSP (a), fP (p))
M2 ⊕ (fA (a), fI (p))
M20

II.b) Given p ∈ OA,1 with fO (p) ∈ OA,2 and M1 = M10 ⊕ (a, p) with a ∈ type(p). For
M20 = M2 (fA (a), fI (p)) we must show that M20 = (fSP , fP )(M10 ).
M20

=
=
=
=
=

M2 (fA (a), fI (p))
(fSP , fP )(M1 ) (fA , fI )(a, p)
(fSP , fP )(M1 (a, p))
(fSP , fP )((M10 ⊕ (a, p)) (a, p))
(fSP , fP )(M10 )

Fact 2.15. Let f = (fSP , fP , fT , fA ) : N1 → N2 be an open AHL net morphism. Then
#
: V ar(t) → V ar(fT (t)) is bijective for all t ∈ T1 .
f holds: fOP
The proof of Fact 2.15 accords with the given proof of Lemma B.4.
Theorem 2.16 (Open AHL net morphisms are closed under composition). Given two
open AHL net morphisms f : N1 → N2 and g : N2 → N3 . Then the composition
g ◦ f : N1 → N3 is an open AHL net morphism, too.
Proof. The composition operation (g ◦f ) : N1 → N2 is defined by g ◦f := (gSP ◦fSP , gP ◦
fP , gT ◦ fT , VfSP (gA ) ◦ fA ).
(gSP ◦ fSP , VfSP (gA ) ◦ fA ) is a morphism of the category ALGSiso and gP ◦ fP as well
as gT ◦ fT are morphisms of SETS. Since ALGSiso and SETS are weak adhesive HLR
categories, the morphisms are closed under composition. Additionally, Theorem 3.5.2
in [EMC+ 01] yields that gX ◦ fX is also injective if gX and fX are injective.
It remains to show: (g ◦ f ) is compatible with pre, post, cond and type as claimed in
Definition 2.13.
I.

Since, f and g are open AHL net morphisms the following holds:
a)

#
(fSP
⊗ fP )(pre1 (t)) = pre2 (fT (t))∀t ∈ TN 1
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b)

#
(gSP
⊗ gP )(pre2 (t)) = pre3 (gT (t))∀t ∈ TN 2 .

fT (t) ∈ TN 2 yields:
#
(gSP
⊗ gP )(pre2 (fT (t))) = pre3 (gT (fT (t)))∀t ∈ TN 1
a)

#
#
⇒ (gSP
⊗ gP )(fSP
⊗ fP )(pre1 (t)) = pre3 (gT (fT (t)))∀t ∈ TN 1
#
#
⇒ (gSP
◦ fSP
) ⊗ (gP ◦ fP )(pre1 (t)) = pre3 ((gT ◦ fT )(t))∀t ∈ TN 1

⇒ g ◦ f is compatible with pre.
II.

Since, f and g are open AHL net morphisms the following holds:
a)

#
(fSP
⊗ fP )(post1 (t)) = post2 (fT (t))∀t ∈ TN 1

b)

#
(gSP
⊗ gP )(post2 (t)) = post3 (gT (t))∀t ∈ TN 2 .

With fT (t) ∈ TN 2 it holds:
#
⊗ gP )(post2 (fT (t))) = post3 (gT (fT (t)))∀t ∈ TN 1
(gSP
a)

#
#
⊗ fP )(post1 (t)) = post3 (gT (fT (t)))∀t ∈ TN 1
⊗ gP )(fSP
⇒ (gSP
#
#
) ⊗ (gP ◦ fP )(post1 (t)) = post3 ((gT ◦ fT )(t))∀t ∈ TN 1
◦ fSP
⇒ (gSP

⇒ g ◦ f is compatible with post.
III.

Since, f and g are open AHL net morphisms we have:
a)

#
Pf in (fSP
)(cond1 (t)) = cond2 (fT (t))∀t ∈ TN 1

b)

#
Pf in (gSP
)(cond2 (t)) = cond3 (gT (t))∀t ∈ TN 2 .

With fT (t) ∈ TN 2 it holds:
#
Pf in (gSP
)(cond2 (fT (t))) = cond3 (gT (fT (t)))∀t ∈ TN 1 .
a)

#
#
))(cond1 (t)) = cond3 (gT (fT (t)))∀t ∈ TN 1
⇒ (Pf in (gSP
))(Pf in (fSP

Pf in is a functor, so
#
#
Pf in (gSP
◦ fSP
)(cond1 (t)) = cond3 ((gT ◦ fT )(t))∀t ∈ TN 1

⇒ g ◦ f is compatible with cond.
IV.

Since, f and g are open AHL net morphisms we have:
a)

fSP,S (type1 (p)) = type2 (fP (p))∀p ∈ PN 1

b)

gSP,S (type2 (p)) = type3 (gP (p))∀p ∈ PN 2 .
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With fP (p) ∈ PN 2 it holds:
gSP,S (type2 (fP (p))) = type3 (gP (fP (p)))∀p ∈ PN 1 .
a)

⇒ gSP,S (fSP,S (type1 (p))) = type3 (gP (fP (p)))∀p ∈ PN 1
⇒ (gSP,S ◦ fSP,S )(type1 (p)) = type3 ((gP ◦ fP )(p))∀p ∈ PN 1
⇒ g ◦ f is compatible with cond.
Thus, (g ◦ f ) is an open AHL net morphism.

2.1.4. Structuring of Open AHL Nets
In this section we define the category of open AHL nets and open AHL net morphisms
in the sense of Definiton 24.2.1 in [EMC+ 01] and examine its categorial properties.
Definition 2.17 (Category OAHLNets). The category OAHLNets of open AHL nets
and open AHL net morphisms is defined by
•

ObOAHLNets is the class of open AHL nets,

•

M orOAHLNets (N1 , N2 ) is class of generalised open AHL net morphisms as defined
in 2.13 where fA : A→V
˜ fSP (A0 ) is an isomorphism in CAT(SP)

•

◦OAHLNets the composition is componentwise defined.
F orf : N1 → N2 and g : N2 → N3 :
g ◦ f = (gSP ◦ fSP , gP ◦ fP , gT ◦ fT , VfSP (gA ) ◦ fA )

•

idOAHLNets = (idSP , idP , idT , idA ) is componentwise defined with
idP = idP L ] idP I ] idP O and idT = idT L ] idT C

Fact 2.18 (Initial Object in OAHLNets). The initial object of OAHLNets is given
by Ninit = ∅ with SPNinit = ∅ is an initial object in SPEC and Pinit = Tinit = ∅ an
initial object in SETS.
That yields preinit , postinit , typeinit : ∅ → ∅, condinit = ∅ and Ainit = ∅. The only
morphism m : Ninit → N for all N is the empty morphism.
Lemma 2.19 (Pushouts in OAHLNets). The category OAHLNets has pushouts.
Proof. Given open AHL nets N0 , N1 , N2 and open AHL net morphisms f : N0 → N1
and g : N0 → N2 .
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N0

g

N2

f

(1)
f0

N1

g0

N3

Construction: Then the pushout (N3 , f 0 , g 0 ) can be constructed componentwise as follows.
(i)

N3 = (SP3 , P3 , T3 , pre3 , post3 , cond3 , type3 , A3 ) with
0
0
• SP3 = SP1 +SP0 SP2 with fSP
and gSP
is a pushout in SPECS
• P3 = P L3 ] P I3 ] P O3 with
– P L3 = P L1 +P L0 P L2 is a pushout in SETS;
– P I3 = P I1 +P I0 P I2 is a pushout in SETS;
– P O3 = P O1 +P O0 P O2 is a pushout in SETS.
Since the disjoint union preserves pushouts (see Theorem 2.2), P3 =
P L3 ] P I3 ] P O3 is a pushout in SETS, as well.
• T3 = T L3 ] T C3 with
– T L3 = T L1 +T L0 T L2 is a pushout in SETS;
– T C3 = T C1 +T C0 T C2 is a pushout in SETS.
Theorem 2.2 yields that T3 = T L3 ] T C3 is a pushout in SETS.
• A3 = A1 +A0 A2 is given by the generalised amalgamation in the sense
of [EBO91].
•

0#
⊗gP0 )⊕ ◦pre1
pre3 is induced by pushout (T3 , fT0 , gT0 ) and morphisms (gSP
0#
and (fSP ⊗ fP0 )⊕ ◦ pre2

0#
⊗ gP0 )⊕ ◦
post3 is induced by pushout (T3 , fT0 , gT0 ) and morphisms (gSP
0#
post1 and (fSP ⊗ fP0 )⊕ ◦ post2
• cond3 is induced by pushout (T3 , fT0 , gT0 ) and morphisms cond1 and cond2
• type3 is induced by pushout (P3 , fP0 , gP0 ) and morphisms type1 and type2
0 , f 0 , f 0 , f 0 ) with
(ii) f 0 = (fSP
P T A
• fP0 = (fP0 L ] fP0 I ] fP0 O )
• fT0 = (fT0 L ] fT0 C )
0 , g 0 , g 0 , g 0 ) with
(iii) g 0 = (gSP
P T A
• gP0 = (gP0 L ] gP0 I ] gP0 O )
• gT0 = (gT0 L ] gT0 C )

•

(N3 , f 0 , g 0 ) is a pushout
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1.

Commutativity:
We must show that the diagram (1) commutes, so g 0 ◦ f = f 0 ◦ g.
From the pushout diagrams (1P), (1T), (1SP-A) follows
0 , g 0 , g 0 , g 0 ) ◦ (f
(gSP
SP , fP , fT , fA )
P T A
0
0
0
0
= (fSP , fP , fT , fA ) ◦ (gSP , gP , gT , gA )

⇒ g0 ◦ f = f 0 ◦ g
2.

Universal
Property:
Given an open AHL net N
=
(SPN , PN , TN , preN , postN , condN , typeN , AN ) and morphisms h1 : N1 → N
and h2 : N2 → N with h1 ◦ f = h2 ◦ g.
N0

g

N2

f

(1)
f0

N1

g0

N3

h1

h2

h

N

Then there exists unique morphisms hP , hT , hSP and hA which can be derived
from the universal property of the pushout diagrams (1P), (1T) in SETS,
(1SP-A) in ALGSiso (defined in B.1) with
•

hP ◦ fP0 = h2P and hP ◦ gP0 = h1P ,

•

hT ◦ fT0 = h2T and hT ◦ gT0 = h1T and

•

0
0
0 , f 0 ) = (h
(hSP , hA ) ◦ (fSP
2SP , h2A ) and (hSP , hA ) ◦ (gSP , gA ) =
A
(h1SP , h1A )
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fP

P0

(1P)

gP

0
fP

P2

P1

T0

0
gP

gT

P3

h1P

h2P

hP

T2

fT

(1T)
0
fT

T1

0
gT

T3

h1T

h2T

hT

PN
(SP0 , A0 )

(gSP , gA )

(SP2 , A2 )

(fSP , fA )

(1SP-A)
0
0
(fSP
, fA
)

TN

(SP1 , A1 )

0
0
(gSP
, gA
)

(SP3 , A3 )

(h1SP , h1A )

(h2SP , h2A )

(hSP , hA )

(SPN , AN )

Now, we define h := (hSP , hP , hT , hA ) such that h holds:
(i)

h ◦ g0

(ii)

h ◦ f0

=
=
=
=
=
=

0 , h ◦ g0 , h ◦ g0 , h ◦ g0 )
(hSP ◦ gSP
P
T
A
P
T
A
(h1SP , h1P , h1T , h1A )
h1
0 , h ◦ f0 , h ◦ f0 , h ◦ f0 )
(hSP ◦ fSP
P
T
A
P
T
A
(h2SP , h2P , h2T , h2A )
h2

The uniqueness of h := (hSP , hP , hT , hA ) follows from the uniqueness of hSP ,
hP , hT and hA .
⇒ (N3 , f 0 , g 0 ) is a pushout in OAHLNets.

Theorem 2.20 (OAHLNets is finitely cocomplete). The Category OAHLNets is
finitely cocomplete.
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Proof. We already know that OAHLNets has initial objects and pushouts. With
Proposition III.5.1 in [Mac71] follows that OAHLNets is finitely cocomplete, i.e.
OAHLNets has all finite colimits.
Definition 2.21 (Union of Open AHL Nets). The union of open AHL nets N1 , N2 over
an interface I with N1 ← I → N2 is given by the pushout N1 → N ← N2 . The union
I
construction is denoted by N1 , N2 → N and is unique up to isomorphism.
Example 2.22. To demonstrate the union of open AHL nets we imagine another system
S 0 (Figure 2.3), which also consists of two subsystems S1 and S3. The subsystem S1
describes the same system as the subsystem S1 in system S from Example 2.5.
Person: start
P9

Message:
Call for fire
emergency
from centrex

m18

Received call
from centrex
isIn(getRecipients(m18),
getCall-ID(P9);
getKind(m18)=codeRed

TC

m

Message:
Receive call
from SCO

P9

Person: start
P7

m13

Got message

Person: Respond
IFRT to fire location

isIn(getRecipients(m13),
getCall-ID(P7))
getKind(m13)=codeRed
P7

P9

IFRT informed
P9

Person: Respond
Escort Officer
to staging location

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l1, s1)

Message:
Message
to IFRT

S3

Person: Go to
emergency area

m

P9

EO informed

S1

P9

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l2, s2)

Message:
Message to
Escort Officer

Person: Waiting
for receiving new
information

S'

Figure 2.3: Open AHL net of System S 0
The open AHL net for the system S 0 is given as follows:
SP

= PM as definded in 5.2.1

PL

= {S1:start, S1:Respond IFRT to the fire location, S1:Respond EO to the staging location, S1:Waiting for receiving new information, S3:start, S3:Go to emergency area}

PI

= {S1:Call for fire emergency from Centrex, S3:Receive call from SCO}

PO

= {S1:Message to IFRT, S1:Message to EO}

TL

= {S1:Receive call from Centrex, S1:IFRT informed, S1:EO informed, S3:Got message}
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TC

= {TC}

A

= A as defined in 5.2.2

For this example we do not explicitly specify pre, post, type and cond.
S1

To compose the systems S and S 0 to a system CS we use the union construction S, S 0 →
f

g

CS, which is defined as the pushout to the span S ← S1 → S 0 . We choose S1 as the
interface, because it is situated in both S and S 0 .
The morphisms f : S1 ,→ S and g : S1 ,→ S 0 are given by the inclusions, where the
mapping of the transitions and places results from the identity of the names.
Following the construction in Theorem 2.19 we get the following pushout.
SPCS = P M +P M P M = P M
PCS = P LCS ] P ICS ] P OCS with
–

P LCS = P LS +P LS1 P LS 0 = {S1:start, S1:Respond IFRT to the fire location,
S1:Respond EO to the staging location, S1:Waiting for receiving new information,
S2:start, S2:Meet FD at staging area, S3:start, S3:Go to emergency area}

–

P ICS = P IS +P IS1 P IS 0 = {S1:Call for fire emergency from Centrex, S2:Receive
call from SCO, S3:Receive call from SCO}

–

P OCS = P OS +P OS1 P OS 0 = {S1:Message to IFRT, S1:Message to EO}

TCS = T LCS ] T CCS with
–

T LCS = T LS +T LS1 T LS 0 = {S1:Receive call from Centrex, S1:IFRT informed,
S1:EO informed, S2:Got message, S3:Got message}

–

T CCS = T CS +T CS1 T CS 0 = {S:TC, S’:TC}

ACS = P M A +P M A P M A = P M A
The morphisms f 0 : S ,→ CS and g 0 : S 0 ,→ CS are given by the inclusions with a
mapping via identical names.
Figure 2.4 shows the pushout with system CS as result of the union of S and S 0 over the
interface S1. To distinguish between S:TC and S’:TC we denote S:TC = TC and S’:TC =
TC’.
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Person: start
P9

Message:
Call for fire
emergency
from centrex

m18

Received call
from centrex
isIn(getRecipients(m18),
getCall-ID(P9);
getKind(m18)=codeRed
P9
Person: Respond
IFRT to fire location
P9

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l1, s1)

IFRT informed
P9

Message:
Message
to IFRT

Person: Respond
Escort Officer
to staging location
P9

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l2, s2)

EO informed

Message:
Message to
Escort Officer

P9
Person: Waiting
for receiving new
information

S1

g

f

Person: start

m18

Person: start

S

P9

Message:
Call for fire
emergency
from centrex

Received call
from centrex

P9

Message:
Call for fire
emergency
from centrex

isIn(getRecipients(m18),
getCall-ID(P9);
getKind(m18)=codeRed

Received call
from centrex

m18

P9

P9

P9

Person: start

Message:
Message
to IFRT

TC

m

Message:
Receive call
from SCO

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l2, s2)

P9

S1

Person: Waiting
for receiving new
information

Message:
Message to
Escort Officer

m16

P9

Message:
Message
to IFRT

P9

Got message

P7
m

Person: Waiting
for receiving new
information

f'

Person: start
P9

Message:
Call for fire
emergency
from centrex

m18

Received call
from centrex
isIn(getRecipients(m18),
getCall-ID(P9);
getKind(m18)=codeRed

TC

Message:
Receive call
from SCO

m

Person: start
m13

P9

isIn(getRecipients(m13),
getCall-ID(P7))
getKind(m13)=codeRed
P7

P9

IFRT informed
P9

Person: Respond
Escort Officer
to staging location
P9

EO informed

S1

P9

Person: Waiting
for receiving new
information

P7

Got message

Person: Respond
IFRT to fire location

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l1, s1)

Message:
Message
to IFRT

S3

Person: Go to
emergency area

m

Person: start
m
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l2, s2)

Message:
Message to
Escort Officer

TC'

m'

Message:
Receive call
from SCO

m'

m16

P8

Got message
isIn(getRecipients(m16),
getCall-ID(P8))
getKind(m16)=codeRed

setLocation(P8, sArea)

S2
Figure 2.4: Pushout S +S1 S 0

Person: Go to
emergency area

S'

Person: Meet FD
at staging area

g'

S3

Message:
Message to
Escort Officer

P9

S1

P7

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l2, s2)

EO informed

setLocation(P8, sArea)

m13

isIn(getRecipients(m13),
getCall-ID(P7))
getKind(m13)=codeRed

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l1, s1)

Person: Respond
Escort Officer
to staging location

P8

isIn(getRecipients(m16),
getCall-ID(P8))
getKind(m16)=codeRed

m

S2

CS

Message:
Receive call
from SCO

Got message

IFRT informed

P9

P9

m

Person: Respond
IFRT to fire location
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l1, s1)

Person: Respond
Escort Officer
to staging location

EO informed

TC

P9

Person: Respond
IFRT to fire location

IFRT informed

Person: start

isIn(getRecipients(m18),
getCall-ID(P9);
getKind(m18)=codeRed

Person: Meet FD
at staging area
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Lemma 2.23 (Pullbacks along M-morphisms in OAHLNets). The category
OAHLNets has pullbacks along MOAHLNets -morphisms. MOAHLNets is the class
of all open AHL net morphisms where fSP is strict injective, fP and fT are injective.
Proof. Given open AHL nets N0 , N1 , N2 and open AHL net morphisms f : N1 → N0
and g : N2 → N1 .
N0

g

N2

f

(1)
f0

N1

g0

N3

Construction: Then the pullback (N3 , f 0 , g 0 ) along strict injective morphisms can be
constructed componentwise as follows.
(i)

N3 = (SP3 , P3 , T3 , pre3 , post3 , cond3 , type3 , A3 ) with
• SP3 is a pullback in SPECS;
• P3 = P L3 ] P I3 ] P O3 with
– P L3 = P L1 +P L0 P L2 is a pullback in SETS;
– P I3 = P I1 +P I0 P I2 is a pullback in SETS;
– P O3 = P O1 +P O0 P O2 is a pullback in SETS.
From Theorem 2.3 follows that the disjoint union preserves pullbacks.
Therefore, P3 is a pullback in SETS.
• T3 = T L3 ] T C3 with
– T L3 = T L1 +T L0 T L2 is a pullback in SETS;
– T C3 = T C1 +T C0 T C2 is a pullback in SETS;
Since the disjoint union preserves pullbacks, T3 is a pullback in SETS.
• A3 is given by the pullback (SP3 , A3 ) in ALGSiso ;
• pre3 , post3 , cond3 and type3 are induced by the constructed pullbacks,
similarly to pushouts.
0
0 , f 0 , f 0 , f 0 ) : N → N 2 with
(ii) f = (fSP
3
P T A
0
0
0
0
• fP = (fP L ] fP I ] fP O ) : P3 → P2
• fT0 = (fT0 L ] fT0 C ) : T3 → T2
0 , g 0 , g 0 , g 0 ) : N → N with
(iii) g 0 = (gSP
3
1
P T A
• gP0 = (gP0 L ] gP0 I ] gP0 O ) : P3 → P1
• gT0 = (gT0 L ] gT0 C ) : T3 → T1
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(N3 , f 0 , g 0 ) is a pullback
1.

Commutativity:
We show that: g ◦ f 0 = f ◦ g 0 .
•

P3 is a pullback in SETS ⇒ gP ◦ fP0 = fP ◦ gP0

•

T3 is a pullback in SETS ⇒ gT ◦ fT0 = fT ◦ gT0

•

(SP3 , A3 ) is a pullback in ALGSiso
0 , f 0 ) = (f
0
0
⇒ (gSP , gA ) ◦ (fSP
SP , fA ) ◦ (gSP , gA )
A
0 , V 0 (g ) ◦ f 0 ) = (f
0
0 )
0
⇒ (gSP ◦ fSP
(fA ) ◦ gA
SP ◦ gSP , VgSP
fSP A
A

0 , f 0 , f 0 , f 0 ) = (f
0
0
0
0
So, (gSP , gP , gT , gA ) ◦ (fSP
SP , fP , fT , fA ) ◦ (gSP , gP , gT , gA )
P T A

⇒ g ◦ f 0 = f ◦ g0
2.

Universal Property:
Let X = (SP, P, T, pre, post, cond, type, A) be an open AHL net and h1 =
(h1SP , h1P , h1T , h1A ) : X → N1 and h2 = (h2SP , h2P , h2T , h2A ) : X → N2
open AHL net morphisms with
f ◦ h1 = g ◦ h2.
Since the components are pullbacks in the underlying categories, there exists
unique morphisms as follows
a) hP : P → P3 with gP0 ◦ hP = h1P and fP0 ◦ hP = h2P
b) hT : T → T3 with gT0 ◦ hT = h1T and fT0 ◦ hT = h2T
c)

0 , g 0 )◦(h
(hSP , hA ) : (SP, A) → (SP3 , A3 ) with (gSP
SP , hA ) = (h1SP , h1A )
A
0
0
and (fSP , fA ) ◦ (hSP , hA ) = (h2SP , h2A ).

So, we define h : X → N3 by h = (hSP , hP , hT , hA ). From a) - c) follows that
h holds g 0 ◦ h = h1 and f 0 ◦ h = h2.
The uniqueness of h results from the uniqueness of hSP , hP , hT and hA .
So, the construction yields a pullback in OAHLNets.

2.2. Open Algebraic High Level Systems
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2.2. Open Algebraic High Level Systems
Open AHL systems are open AHL nets with an actual marking. While open AHL nets
describe process schemes, open AHL systems represent the operational behaviour.
Definition 2.24 (Open AHL Systems). An open AHL system S = (N, m) is given by
an open AHL net N and a marking m : A ⊗ P → N.
Definition 2.25 (Generalised Open AHL System Morphisms). A generalised open AHL
system morphism fSys : S1 → S2 is given by a generalised open AHL net morphism
fN : N1 → N2 which is marking-preserving, i.e. for all (a, p) ∈ (A ⊗ P ) : m1 (a, p) ≤
m2 (fA (a), fP (p)).
Finally, we define the category OAHLSystems of open AHL systems and generalised
open AHL system morphisms.
Definition 2.26 (Category OAHLSystems). The category OAHLSystems is defined
by
•

ObOAHLSystems = {S|S is an open AHL system}
the class of open AHL systems

•

M orOAHLSystems (S1 , S2 ) = {f |f is an open AHL system morphism
with fA : A→V
˜ fSP (A0 ) is an isomorphism in CAT(SP)}

•

◦OAHLSystems the composition is componentwise defined.
F orf : S1 → S2 and g : S2 → S3 :
g ◦ f = (gSP ◦ fSP , gP ◦ fP , gT ◦ fT , VfSP (gA ) ◦ fA )

•

idOAHLSystems = (idSP , idP , idT , idA ) is componentwise defined with
idP = (idL , idI , idO )

3. Open AHL Systems as Weak Adhesive
HLR Category
In this chapter we show that the category OAHLSystems is a weak adhesive HLR
category. First we give a short overview of weak adhesive HLR categories. Then we
examine whether OAHLSystems is a weak adhesive HLR category. In order to prove
that open AHL systems with generalised open AHL morphisms form a weak adhesive
HLR category we proceed as follows. Firstly, we prove that open AHL schemas form
a weak adhesive HLR category; secondly, we show the same for open AHL nets; and
thirdly, we prove that OAHLSystems is a weak adhesive HLR category. Finally, we
state the results for OAHLSystems as weak adhesive HLR category.

3.1. Overview of Weak Adhesive HLR Categories
Weak adhesive HLR categories were introduced as a weaker version of adhesive HLR
categories–the unifying framework of adhesive HLR systems for graph transformation
based on the double pushout approach.
The main concept of adhesive categories are the so called Van Kampen (VK) squares
which ensure that pushouts along monomorphisms are stable under pullbacks and that
pullbacks are stable under combined pushouts and pullbacks. In the case of weak adhesive HLR categories the class of monomorphisms is replaced by a subclass of monomorphisms closed under composition and decomposition.
Definition 3.1 (Van Kampen Squares). A pushout (1) is a van Kampen Square if, for
any communtative cube (2) with (1) in the bottom and where the backfaces are pullbacks,
the following statement holds: the top face is a pushout iff the front faces are pullbacks:
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A’
f’

A

m

B

m’

C’

B’
a

n’
f

(1)

g

(2)

g’

D’
c

b

A
f

C

n

D

m

d

C

B
g

n

D

Figure 3.1: Van Kampen Square
The weak version of adhesive HLR categories only soften the third item of the definition
of adhesive HLR categories in [EHPP04], viz. for the van Kampen square property it is
sufficient that f ∈ M or b, c, d ∈ M.
Definition 3.2 (Weak Adhesive HLR Categories). A category C with a morphism class
M is a weak adhesive HLR category if:
1.

M is a class of monomorphisms closed under isomorphisms, composition (f :
A → B ∈ M, g : B → C ∈ M ⇒ g ◦ f ∈ M) and decomposition
(g ◦ f ∈ M, g ∈ M ⇒ f ∈ M).

2.

C has pushouts and pullbacks along M-morphisms, and M-mophisms are closed
under pushouts and pullbacks.

3.

Pushouts in C along M-morphisms are weak van Kampen squares, i.e. the van
Kampen square property holds for all commutative cubes with m ∈ M and (f ∈ M
or b, c, d ∈ M)

Remark.
•

A pushout along a M-morphism is a pushout where at least one of the given morphisms is in M.

•

Pushouts are closed under M-morphisms if, for a given pushout (1) in Figure 3.1,
m ∈ M implies that n ∈ M. Analogously for pullback.

Fact 3.3 (Full Subcategory of Weak Adhesive HLR Categories). Given a weak adhesive
HLR category (C,M), a full subcategory (C0 ,M’) of C with M0 = M|C0 is a weak
adhesive HLR category if C0 has pushouts and pullbacks along M’-morphisms which are
preserved by the inclusion functor.
Weak adhesive HLR categories are closed under product and general comma category
constructions which are listed in Section A.1. This means, that we can construct new
weak adhesive HLR categories from given ones.
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Fact 3.4 (Construction of Weak Adhesive HLR Categories).
•

If (C, M1 ) and (D, M2 ) are weak adhesive HLR categories, then the product category (C × D, M1 × M2 ) is a weak adhesive HLR category. (see Theorem 1
in [EP06])

•

A general comma category GC = (GComCat((Cj )j∈J , (Fi , Gi )i∈I ; I, J ), M) with
M = (×j∈J Mj ) ∩ M orGC is a weak adhesive HLR category, if (Cj , Mj ) are weak
adhesive HLR categories for j ∈ J , and for all i ∈ I Fi preserves pushouts along
Mki -morphisms and Gi preserves pullbacks along Mli -morphisms. (for the proof
idea see Theorem 2 in [Pra06])

In the following example we list some basic categories which form weak adhesive HLR
categories.
Example 3.5 (Weak Adhesive HLR Categories).
1.

the category SETS with the class MSET S of all injective functions (Theorem 4.6
in [EEPT06]),

2.

the category SPECS with the class MSP ECS of strict injective specification morphisms (Fact 4.24 in [EEPT06]),

3.

the category ALGSiso with the
ALGSiso morphisms ( [Pra08]),

4.

the category Marking with the class MM arking of all injective and marking-strict
morphisms (Theorem 4.7 in [Pra08].

class

MALGSiso

of

all

strict

injective

In Section B.1 we repeat the categories ALGSiso and Marking.
After having generally reviewed weak adhesive HLR categories, we prove in the following
section that OAHLSystems is also a weak adhesive HLR category.

3.2. Open AHL Schemas as weak adhesive HLR Category
In this section we define open AHL schemas and morphisms first. Open AHL schemas
are open AHL nets without an algebra. Therefore, the following definition resembles
Definition 2.4 of open AHL nets.
Definition 3.6 (Open Algebraic High Level (AHL) Schemas). An open AHL schema
Sch = (SP, P, T, pre, post, cond, type) consists of
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•

an algebraic specification SP = (Σ, E; X) with signature Σ = (S, OP ), equations
E, and additional variables X;

•

the disjoint union P = P L ] P I ] P O of the following sets

•

•

–

PL - the set of local places

–

PI - the set of input places

–

PO - the set of output places

the disjoint union T = T L ] T C of the following sets
–

TL - the set of local transitions

–

TC - the set of communicating transitions

pre- and post conditions pre and post, with
–

pre, post: T → (TΣ (X) ⊗ P )⊕ where
∗

pre: T L → (TΣ (X) ⊗ (P L ] P I)⊕ ,
post: T L → (TΣ (X) ⊗ P L ] P O)⊕ ,

∗

pre: T C → (TΣ (X) ⊗ P O)⊕ ,
post: T C → (TΣ (X) ⊗ P I)⊕ ;

•

firing conditions cond : T → Pf in (Eqns(Σ; X));

•

a type of places with type : P → S

where
1.

the signature Σ = (S, OP ) consists of sorts S and operation symbols OP,

2.

TΣ (X) is the set of terms with variables over X,

3.

(TΣ (X) ⊗ P ) = {(term, p)|term ∈ TΣ (X)type(p) ; p ∈ P },

4.

Eqns(Σ, X) are all equations over the signature Σ with variables X.

Definition 3.7 (Generalised Open AHL Schema Morphism). Given open AHL schemas
Sch1 , Sch2 . Then is fSch = (fSP , fP , fT ) given by:
•

fSP = (fS , fOP , fX ) : SP1 → SP2 is a specification morphism with
–

fX : X → X 0 is an injective mapping of variables,

•

fP = (fP L : P L1 → P L2 ) ] (fP I : P I1 → P I2 ) ] (fP O : P O1 → P O2 ), and

•

fT = (fT L : T L1 → T L2 ) ] (fT C : T C1 → T C2 ).
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fSch is an open AHL schema morphism iff it is compatible with pre, post, cond and type
as diagrammed in the following figures.
T1

pre1

fT

=

T2
T1

fT

T2

(TΣ (X1 ) ⊗ P1 )⊕

T1

post1

(fSP ⊗ fP )⊕

fT

=

pre2

(TΣ0 (X2 ) ⊗ P2 )⊕

T2

post2

cond1

Pf in (Eqns(Σ; X1 ))

=
cond2

#

#

P1

Pf in (fSP )

fP

Pf in (Eqns(Σ0 ; X2 ))

P2

(TΣ (X1 ) ⊗ P1 )⊕
#

(fSP ⊗ fP )⊕

(TΣ0 (X2 ) ⊗ P2 )⊕

type1

=
type2

S1

fSP,S

S2

Open AHL schemas and generalised open AHL schema morphisms form the category
OAHLSchemas.
Having defined the category OAHLSchemas, we show that this category forms a weak
adhesive HLR category.
Lemma 3.8 (OAHLSchemas as Weak Adhesive HLR Category). The category
(OAHLSchemas, MOAHLSchemas ) is a weak adhesive HLR category. MOAHLSchemas
is the class of all morphisms fSch = (fSP , fP , fT ), where fSP is a strict injective specification morphism and fP , fT are injective.
Remember, fP is injective iff fP L , fP I and fP O are injective, and fT is injective iff fT L
and fT C are injective.
Proof. The category OAHLSchemas is isomorphic to a suitable full subcategory of the general comma category GC = GComCat((Cj )j∈J , (Fi , Gi )i∈I ; I =
{pre, post, type, cond}, J = {1, 2}) where
•

C1 = SPECS × SETS × SETS × SETS,

•

C2 = SETS × SETS,

•

Xi = SETS for all i ∈ I and

•

Fi , Gi for i ∈ I are defined by
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1.

2.

3.

4.

for i = pre:
–

Fpre : SETS × SETS → SETS with
Fpre (T L, T C) = T L ] T C and
Fpre (fT L , fT C ) = fT L ] fT C

–

Gpre : SPECS × SETS × SETS × SETS → SETS with
Gpre (SP, P L, P I, P O) = (TΣ (X) ⊗ (P L ] P I ] P O))⊕ and
#
Gpre (fSP , fP L , fP I , fP O ) = (fSP
⊗ (fP L ] fP I ] fP O ))⊕

for i = post analogue:
–

Fpost : SETS × SETS → SETS with
Fpost (T L, T C) = T L ] T C and
Fpost (fT L , fT C ) = fT L ] fT C

–

Gpost : SPECS × SETS × SETS × SETS → SETS with
Gpost (SP, P L, P I, P O) = (TΣ (X) ⊗ (P L ] P I ] P O))⊕ and
#
⊗ (fP L ] fP I ] fP O ))⊕
Gpost (fSP , fP L , fP I , fP O ) = (fSP

for i = type:
–

Ftype : SPECS × SETS × SETS × SETS → SETS with
Ftype (SP, P L, P I, P O) = P L ] P I ] P O and
Ftype (fSP , fP L , fP I , fP O ) = fP L ] fP I ] fP O

–

Gtype : SPECS × SETS × SETS × SETS → SETS with
Gtype (SP, P L, P I, P O) = S and
Gtype (fSP , fP L , fP I , fP O ) = fSP,S

for i = cond:
–

Fcond : SETS × SETS → SETS with
Fcond (T L, T C) = T L ] T C and
Fcond (fT L , fT C ) = fT L ] fT C

–

Gcond : SPECS × SETS × SETS × SETS → SETS with
Gcond (SP, P L, P I, P O) = Pf in (Eqns(Σ, X)) and
#
Gcond (fSP , fP L , fP I , fP O ) = Pf in (fSP
).

First, we show that the categories C1 and C2 with suitable morphism classes are weak
adhesive HLR categories.
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1.

C1 = SETS × SETS is a product category of the weak adhesive HLR category
SETS with itself. The suitable morphism class is given by MC1 = MSET S ×
MSET S where MSET S is the class of all injective morphisms in SETS. From
Theorem 1 in [EP06] follows that (C1 , MC1 ) is also a weak adhesive HLR category.

2.

C2 = SPECS × SETS × SETS × SETS is a product category of weak adhesive HLR categories, too. The class of strict injective specification morphisms MSP ECS and the class MSET S form the suitable morphism class MC2 =
MSP ECS × MSET S × MSET S × MSET S . Again from Theorem 1 in [EP06] we can
conclude that (C2 , MC2 ) is a weak adhesive HLR catecory.

Now, we show that the functors Fi preserve pushouts along Mki -morphisms and Gi
preserve pullbacks along Mli -morphisms for all i ∈ {pre, post, cond, type}.
Fpre (T L, T C) = T L ] T C: Let (1) be a pushout in the product category SETS×SETS.
Then the componentwise squares are pushouts in the underlying categories. Therefore, the squares (TL),(TC) are pushouts in SETS.
(T L1 , T C1 )

(gT L , gT C )

(T L2 , T C2 )
T L1

fT L

gT L

(TL)

T L2

0
fT
L

(fT L , fT C )

(1)

(T L3 , T C3 )

0
0
(gT
L , gT C , )

0
0
(fT
L , fT C )

(T L4 , T C4 )

T L3

T C1

fT C

0
gT
L

gT C

(TC)

T L4

T C2

0
fT
C

T C3

0
gT
C

T C4

As shown in Theorem 2.2 the disjoint union preserves pushouts. Therefore, Fpre
preserves pushouts, too.
Fpost and Fcond : Fpost = Fcond = Fpre implies that Fpost and Fcond preserves pushouts
as well.
Ftype (SP, P L, P I, P O) = P L ] P I ] P O: Let (2) be a pushout in the product category (SPECS ×SETS ×SETS ×SETS). Then the componentwise squares are
pushouts in the underlying categories. Therefore, the squares (PL),(PI) and (PO)
are pushouts in SETS.
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(fSP , fP L , fP I , fP O )

(SP1 , P L1 , P I1 , P O1 )

(SP3 , P L3 , P I3 , P O3 )

(2)

(gSP , gP L , gP I , gP O )

0
0
0
0
(gSP
, gP
L , gP I , gP O )

0
0
0
0
(fSP
, fP
L , fP I , fP O )

(SP2 , P L2 , P I2 , P O2 )

SP1

fSP

gSP

(SP)

SP2

(SP4 , P L4 , P I4 , P O4 )

SP3

P L1

fP L

0
gSP

gP L

(PL)

0
fSP

SP4

P L2

0
fP
L

P L4

P I1

fP I

P I3

P O1

fP O

P O3

gP I

(PI)

0
gP
I

gP O

(PO)

P I2

0
fP
I

P I4

P O2

0
fP
O

P L3

0
gP
L

0
gP
O

P O4

Theorem 2.2 yields that the disjoint union functor preserves pushouts. Hence,
Ftype preserves pushouts, too.
Gpre (SP, P L, P I, P O) = (TΣ (X) ⊗ (P L ] P I ] P O))⊕ : Now, let (2) be a pullback
along a MSP ECS × MSET S × MSET S × MSET S - morphism in the product category SPECS × SETS × SETS × SETS. Then the componentwise squares are
pullbacks along MSP ECS and MSET S morphisms respectively in the underlying
categories. Therefore, the squares (PL),(PI) and (PO) are pullbacks along MSET S
morphisms in SETS and the square (SP) is a pullback along a MSP ECS morphism
in SPECS.(*)
The functor Gpre preserves pullbacks along MSP ECS × MSET S × MSET S × MSET S morphisms if the different functors preserve pullbacks along suitable morphism
classes.
1.

The product functor × preserves general pullbacks;

2.

[EEPT06] states that the functor ⊕ preserves pullbacks along injective morphisms;

3.

[Pra06] - Corollary 8 states that the functor T : SPECS → SETS : SP 7→
TΣ (X) preserves pullbacks; and

4.

Theorem 2.3 yields that the disjoint union functor preserves pullbacks.

3.2. Open AHL Schemas as weak adhesive HLR Category
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Overall Gpre preserves pullbacks along MSP ECS × MSET S × MSET S × MSET S
morphisms.
Gpost : analogue to Gpre
Gtype (SP, P L, P I, P O) = S: From (*) we know square (SP) is a pullback in SPECS.
This yields that square (S) is also a pullback in SETS as shown in [Pra06] Corollary 7. Hence, Gtype preserves pullbacks.
S1

fS

gS

(S)

S2

0
fS

S3

0
gS

S4

Gcond (SP, P L, P I, P O) = Pf in (Eqns(Σ; X)): Square (SP) is a pullback holds (*). As
stated in [Pra06] - Corollary 9 the functor H : SP ECS → SET S : SP 7→
Pf in (Eqns(Σ; X)) preserves pullbacks along MSP ECS morphisms.
Therefore, Gcond preserves pullbacks along MSP ECS ×MSET S ×MSET S ×MSET S
morphisms.
Theorem 2 in [Pra06] yields that the category (GC, MGC ) with MGC = MSP ECS ×
MSET S × MSET S × MSET S is a weak adhesive HLR category.
To ensure that the constructed category is isomorphic to OAHLSchemas we restrict
the objects ((SP, P L, P I, P O), (T C, T L), pre, post, type, cond) in GC to those, where
•

pre(t) ∈ (TΣ (X) ⊗ (P L ] P I))⊕ for all t ∈ T L

•

post(t) ∈ (TΣ (X) ⊗ (P L ] P O))⊕ for all t ∈ T L

•

pre(t) ∈ (TΣ (X) ⊗ P O)⊕ for all t ∈ T C

•

post(t) ∈ (TΣ (X) ⊗ P I)⊕ for all t ∈ T C.

This restricted category we denote GCrestr . Pushout and pullback construction in GC
retain these conditions. Therefore, a pushout (pullback) in GC over morphisms f, g ∈
GCrestr is a pushout (pullback) in GCrestr , and thus in OAHLSchemas, too.
From Theorem 3.3 follows that (OAHLSchemas, MOAHLSchemas ) is a weak adhesive
HLR category, where MOAHLSchemas = MSP ECS × MSET S × MSET S × MSET S .
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3.3. Open AHL Nets as weak adhesive HLR Category
In this section we combine open AHL schemas and algebras to open AHL nets.
An open AHL net N = (Sch, A) is given by an open AHL schema Sch =
(SP, P, T, pre, post, cond, type) and an algebra A ∈ ALGS(SP). A generalised open
AHL net morphism fN = (fSch , fA ) : (Sch1 , A1 ) → (Sch2 , A2 ) is given by a generalised
open AHL schema morphism fSch and an algebra homomorphism fA : A1 → VfSP (A2 )
which is given by the generalised homomorphism (fSP , fA ) : A1 → A2 . These conform with Definitions 2.4 and 2.13 of open AHL nets and generalised open AHL net
morphisms.
Remember, the category OAHLNets is formed by open AHL nets and generalised open
AHL net morphisms where fA is isomorphic.
Lemma 3.9 (OAHLNets as Weak Adhesive HLR Category). The category
(OAHLNets, MOAHLNets ) is a weak adhesive HLR category, if MOAHLNets is the
class of all strict injective generalised open AHL net morphisms fN .
Proof. (OAHLSchemas, MOAHLSchemas )
(see
Lemma
3.8)
and
(ALGSiso , MALGSiso ) (see Example 3.5) are weak adhesive HLR categories.
As shown in Theorem 1 in [EP06] this implies that the product category
P C = (OAHLSchemas × ALGSiso , MOAHLSchemas × MALGSiso ) is also a
weak adhesive HLR category.
The category OAHLNets is isomorphic to the full subcategory P Crestr of P C where
ObP Crestr = {((SP, L, I, O, T, pre, post, type, cond), A) | A ∈ ALGS(SP)}. Furthermore, OAHLNets has pushouts and pullbacks along MOAHLNets = MSP ECS ×
MSET S × MSET S × MSET S - morphisms (Lemma 2.19 and 2.23). Since they are the
same as in OAHLSchemas × ALGSiso , pushouts and pullbacks are preserved by the
inclusion functor.
Thus, we can use Theorem 3.3 and reason that (OAHLNets, MOAHLNets ) is a weak
adhesive HLR category, with fN ∈ MOAHLNets if fN is strict injective.

3.4. From Open AHL Nets to Open AHL Systems
Finally we combine open AHL nets with markings in order to show that the category
OAHLSystems of open AHL systems and generalised open AHL system morphisms,
where fA is an isomorphism, is a weak adhesive HLR category, too.
First we define a marking set functor M : OAHLNets → SETS with

3.4. From Open AHL Nets to Open AHL Systems
•

M (SP, P L, P I, P O, T L, T C, pre, post, type, cond, A)
= (A ⊗ (P L ] P I ] P O))

•

M (fSP , fL , fI , fO , fT , fA ) = fA ⊗ (fP L ] fP I ] fP O ).
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Lemma 3.10 (Marking Set Functor preserves Pushouts and Pullbacks). The marking
set functor M preserves pushouts and pullbacks along MOAHLNets morphisms.
Proof. M preserves pushouts and pullbacks along MOAHLNets morphisms if the different functors × and ] preserve pushouts and pullbacks along MOAHLNets morphisms.
1.

The product functor × preserves general pushouts and pullbacks, and

2.

in Theorem 2.3 and 2.2 is shown that the disjoint union functor preserves pullbacks
and pushouts.

To define the morphism class MOAHLSystems we need the strict morphisms’ class of the
category Markings (see Def. B.2).
Definition 3.11 (Strict Morphisms in Markings). A morphism f : (S, s) → (T, t) in
Markings is marking-strict, if for all s1 ∈ S : s(s1 ) = t(f (s1 )).
A morphism f : (S, s) → (T, t) in Markings is strict, if f is injective and marking-strict.
Theorem 3.12 (OAHLSystems as Weak Adhesive HLR Category). Given the weak
adhesive HLR category (OAHLNets, MOAHLNets ) and the marking set functor M :
OAHLNets → SETS as defined above.
Then (OAHLSystems, MOAHLSystems ) is a weak adhesive HLR category where
MOAHLSystems is the class of all strict morphisms, viz. fSP , fP and fT are strict
injective and fSys is marking strict (see Definition 3.11).
Proof. Lemma 3.9 states that (OAHLNets, MOAHLNets ) is a weak adhesive HLR category where MOAHLNets is the class of strict injective morphisms fN = (fSP , fP , fT , fA ).
And in Lemma 3.10 is stated that the marking set functor M : OAHLNets → SETS
preserves pushouts and pullbacks.
Therefore, we can apply Theorem 5.2 in [Pra08] which yields that
(OAHLSystems, MOAHLSystems ) is a weak adhesive HLR category, where
MOAHLSystems is the class of all open AHL system morphisms fSys = fN with
fN ∈ MOAHLNets and M (fN ) ∈ MM arkings (see Example 3.5).
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Thus, (OAHLNets, MOAHLNets ) is a weak adhesive HLR category, where fSys =
(fSP , fP , fT , fA ) ∈ MOAHLNets if fSP is strict injective, fP and fT are injective and
fSys is marking strict.

3.5. Results
In section 3.4 we have shown that open AHL systems form a weak adhesive HLR category. So, we can apply Theorem 2 in [EP06], ensuring the following properties for weak
adhesive HLR categories.
1.

Pushouts along M-morphisms are pullbacks: Given the following pushout (1) with
k ∈ M, then it is a pullback, as well.

2.

M pushout-pullback decomposition lemma: Given the following commutative diagramm with (1)+(2) being a pushout, (2) a pullback, w ∈ M and (l ∈ M or
u ∈ M). Then (1) and (2) are pushouts and also pullbacks.

3.

Cube pushout-pullback lemma: Given the following commutative cube (3), where
all morphisms in the top and in the bottom are in M, the top is a pullback and
the front faces are pushouts. Then the bottom is a pullback iff the back faces are
pushouts.
A’
f’

A

k

B

r

E

m’

C’

B’
a

n’
l

(1)

s

(2)

v

(3)

g’

D’
c

b

A
f

C

u

D

w

F

m

d

C

B
g

n

D

4.

Uniqueness of pushout complements: Given k : A → B ∈ M and s : B → D then
there is up to isomorphism at most one C with l : A → C and u : C → D such
that (1) is a pushout.

In [EHKPP91] these properties are required as HLR properties to show some of the main
results for HLR systems, which the following chapter is dedicated to.

4. Reconfigurable Open AHL Systems
Reconfigurable open AHL systems are a rule based formalism based on open AHL systems, namely open AHL nets with a suitable marking, and the categorial framework of
weak adhesive HLR systems which can be considered as abstract graph transformation
systems based on the weak adhesive HLR categories.
The first part of this chapter give an overview of weak adhesive HLR systems. In the
second part, we focus on reconfigurable open AHL systems.

4.1. Overview of Weak Adhesive HLR Systems
In general, a weak adhesive HLR system is based on rules that describe how objects in
this system can be transformed, in an abstract way. An application of a rule is called a
direct transformation and describes how an object is modified by the rule. A sequence
of these applications yields a transformation.
Definition 4.1 (Production and Transformation). Given a weak adhesive HLR category
(C, M).
•

l

r

l

r

A rule p = (L ← K → R) consists of three objects L, K and R called left hand
side, gluing object and right hand side respectively, and morphisms l : K → L and
r : K → R with l, r ∈ M.

Given a rule p = (L ← K → R) and an object G with a morphism m : L → G called
match.
•

p,m

A direct transformation G =⇒ H from G to an object H is given by the following
diagram, called DPO-diagram, where (1) and (2) are pushouts.
L

l

K

m

(1)

k

G

f

D

r

(2)
g

L

n

H
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∗

A sequence G0 ⇒ G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Gn of direct transformations, written G0 =⇒ Gn , is
id
called a transformation. For n = 0, we have the identical transformation G0 =⇒ G0 ,
i.e. f = g = idG0 . Moreover, we allow for n = 0 also isomorphisms G0 ∼
= G00 , because
pushouts and therefore direct transformations are unique only up to isomorphism.
Definition 4.2 (Weak Adhesive HLR System). A weak adhesive HLR system AHS =
(C, M, R) consists of a weak adhesive HLR category (C, M) and a set of rules R.
The main results for weak adhesive HLR systems, which have binary coproducts compatible with M, are mentioned in [EP06] - Corollary 1, viz. the applicability of the
following three theorems.
The Local Church-Rosser Theorem states that
p1

p2

•

for two parallel independent direct transformations G ⇒ H1 and G ⇒ H2
p1
p2
p1
p2
there are direct transformations H2 ⇒ X and H1 ⇒ X, such that G ⇒ H1 ⇒
p2
p1
X and G ⇒ H2 ⇒ X are sequentially independent transformations, which
lead in the same object X;

•

for a sequentially independent transformation G ⇒ H1 ⇒ X, there exists
p2
p1
a transformation G ⇒ H2 ⇒ X over the same productions applied in the
p1
p2
opposite order, such that G ⇒ H1 and G ⇒ H2 are parallel independent.

p1

p2

The Parallelism Theorem states that
p1

p2

•

for a sequentially independent transformation G ⇒ H1 ⇒ X there is a conp1 +p2
struction leading to the parallel transformation G ⇒ X;

•

for a parallel transformation G ⇒ X there exists a construction leading to
p1
p2
p2
p1
two sequentially independent transformations G ⇒ H1 ⇒ X and G ⇒ H2 ⇒
X.

p1 +p2

The Concurrency Theorem states that
p1

p2

•

for a E-related transformation G ⇒ H ⇒ X there exists a direct transformap1 ∗E p2
tion G ⇒
X;

•

for a direct transformation G
p1
p2
tion G ⇒ H ⇒ X.

p1 ∗E p2

⇒

X there exists an E-related transforma-

4.2. Reconfigurable Open AHL Systems
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In this section we define reconfigurable open AHL systems and the applicability of rules
first. Then we elaborate rules which describe communication.
Definition 4.3 (Reconfigurable Open AHL System). Given an open AHL System S =
(N, M) and a set of rules R. Then a reconfigurable open AHL system is defined by
((N, M), R).
The set R of rules consists of
•

a set RM of rules to modify the structure of an open AHL system and

•

a set RC of rules to describe the internal communication of an open AHL system.

The communication rules only describe the internal communication of an open AHL
system. Intrasystem communication however does not mean that a small system communicates with itself, but rather that separately modelled subsystems of a system communicate or interact with each other. In this case a controlled communication between
these subsystems is essential.
The external communication, i.e. the communication between the considered system and
its environment, is realised by the creation of tokens on the input places and deletion of
tokens from the output places and can be disregarded here.

4.2.1. Communication Rules
Since communication rules depend on the individual use case, we cannot consider all
kinds of communication here. In the following sections, we present an example set
of communication rules which we have constructed with regard to our case study in
Chapter 5.
1-1-Communication
The rules in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 describe an asynchronous communication between two
subsystems. More precisely an output place sends a message to an input place. In
order to prevent an obstruction of the data flow by closing of an input place with a
communicating transition, the connection rules requires a token to be placed on the
appropriate output place.
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O1

O1

O1
x

TC
x

I1

I1

I1

Figure 4.1: rule: connect 1-1

O1

O1

O1

I1

I1

x

TC
x

I1

Figure 4.2: rule: disconnect 1-1

1-n-Communication
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show rules which also describe asynchronous communication. However, we extend the abovementioned rules so that an output place can send a message
to more than one input places.
O1

O1

O1
x

TC

I1

...

In

I1

...

x

In

I1

Figure 4.3: rule: connect 1-n

x

...

In
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O1

O1

O1
x

TC
x

x

...

I1

In

I1

...

In

...

I1

In

Figure 4.4: rule: disconnect 1-n

m-n-Communication
The rules in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 describe a m-n communication. In this case at least one
of the m output places must have a token to start the communication. This means, that
the places O1 of the rule connect-m-n must be mapped to the communication starting
place of the open AHL system.

...

O1

Om

O1

...

Om

...

O1

Om
x

x

TC

...

I1

In

I1

...

x

In

I1

x

...

In

Figure 4.5: rule: connect-m-n

...

O1

Om

O1

...

Om

O1

...

Om

I1

...

In

I1

...

In

x

x

TC
x

I1

x

...

In

Figure 4.6: rule: disconnect-m-n
We examine the conditions for the application of a rule in an open AHL system in the
next section.
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4.2.2. Application of Rules
In order to apply a rule in an open AHL system the so-called gluing condition for
OAHLSystems must be satisfied. This condition assures that the application of
a rule yields an open AHL system as defined in 2.24. The gluing condition for
OAHLSystems complies with the gluing condition for AHLSystems which is defined
in [PER95, Rei08]. It consists of two parts–the dangling condition and the identification
condition–which we repeat here.
Definition 4.4 (Dangling Condition for OAHLSystems). Let M be the class of all
l∈M

r∈M

strict injective morphisms in OAHLSystems. Then for a given rule p = (L ← K →
R) and a match m : L → G with L, K, R and G in OAHLSystems the dangling points
are defined as follows:
Dang(S) = {s ∈ SL |∃op ∈ OPG \ mOP (OPL ) which contains mS as one of
the sorts in its signature}
∪{s ∈ SL |∃p ∈ PG \ mP (PL ) : typeG (p) = mS (s)}
Dang(P) = {p ∈ PL |∃t ∈ TG \ mT (TL ) :
P
preG (t) = ni=1 λi (ri , pi ) with λi 6= 0 and mP (p) = pi for some i or
P
postG (t) = ni=1 λi (ri , pi ) with λi 6= 0 and mP (p) = pi for some i}.
Dang(TOP ) = {r ∈ TOP (XL )|∃t ∈ TG \ mT (TL ) :
P
preG (t) = ni=1 λi (ri , pi ) with λi 6= 0 and m#
SP (r) = ri for some i or
Pn
postG (t) = i=1 λi (ri , pi ) with λi 6= 0 and m#
SP (r) = ri for some i}.
Dang(EQNS) = {e ∈ EQN S(SPL )|∃t ∈ TG \ mT (TL ) : m#
SP (e) ∈
condG (t)}
For a match m the dangling condition is fulfilled with respect to p iff
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Dang(P ) ⊆ lP (PK ),
Dang(S) ⊆ lSP (SK ),
#
(TOPK (XL )),
Dang(TOP ) ⊆ lSP
#
Dang(EQN S) ⊆ lSP
(TOPK (X))

Definition 4.5 (Identification Condition). Let M be the class of all strict injective
l∈M

r∈M

morphisms in OAHLSystems. For a given rule p = (L ← K → R) and a given
match m : L → G we define the identification points as follows:
ID(P) ={p ∈ PL |∃p0 ∈ PL : p 6= p0 , mP (p) = mP (p0 )}
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ID(T) ={t ∈ TL |∃t0 ∈ TL : t 6= t0 , mT (t) = mT (t0 )}
ID(S) ={s ∈ SL |∃s0 ∈ SL : s 6= s0 , mSP (s) = mSP (s0 )}
ID(OP) ={op ∈ OPL |∃op0 ∈ OPL : op 6= op0 , mOP (op) = mOP (op0 )}
For a match m the identification condition is fulfilled with respect to p iff
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

ID(P ) ⊆ lP (PK ),
ID(T ) ⊆ lT (TK ),
ID(S) ⊆ lSP (SK ),
ID(OP ) ⊆ lSP (OPK ).
l

r

Definition 4.6 (Gluing Condition in OAHLSystems). Given a rule p = (L ← K →
R) and a match m : L → G. Then the gluing condition is fulfilled iff
1.

the dangling condition is satisfied,

2.

the identification condition is satisfied, and

3.

#
the set EC = EG \ m#
SP (EL \ lSP (EK )) is a set of equations over the
signatur (SC , OPC ) where

•

SC = SG \ mSP (SL \ lSP (SK ))

•

OPC = OPG \ mSP (OPL \ lSP (OPK ))

A rule p in OAHLSystems is applicable at a match m iff the gluing condition is satisfied
for m (see [Rei08]).
In Section 4.1 we mentioned the results for weak adhesive HLR systems, viz. the applicability of the Local Church-Rosser Theorem, the Parallelism Theorem and the Concurrency Theorem. These theorems make the application of rules comfortable. For this
reason we proof their applicability for reconfigurable open AHL systems.
Fact 4.7 (Coproducts compatible with M in OAHLSystems). OAHLSystems has
Coproducts compatible with M, where M is the morphism class of all strict open AHL
system morphisms.
Proof. In Theorem 2.20 is stated that OAHLNets is finitely cocomplete. Hence,
OAHLNets has coproducts.
Coproducts in OAHLSystems are defined as
in OAHLNets, where the coproduct inclusions are marking strict.
Therefore
OAHLSystems has coproducts.
Coproducts in OAHLSystems are constructed componentwise in SETS where coproducts are compatible with injective morphisms. This and the marking strictness of the
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coproduct inclusions result in the compability of coproducts in OAHLSystems with
the class of all strict open AHL system morphisms.
Corollary 4.8 (Local Church-Rosser, Parallelism and Concurrency Theorem for Reconfigurable Open AHL Systems). The Local Church-Rosser, Parallelism and Concurrency
Theorems hold in reconfigurable open AHL systems.
Proof. Since OAHLSystems is a weak adhesive HLR category, a reconfigurable open
AHL system with a set of rules is a weak adhesive HLR system. Furtermore it holds
OAHLSystems has coproducts compatible with a suitable morphism class M.
Therefore, we can adopt the Local Church-Rosser Theorem, the Parallelism Theorem
and the Concurrency Theorem for reconfigurable open AHL systems.

5. Case Study
The basis of our case study is the part of the ”Johns Hopkins Safety Manual” [JH007a,
JH007b] for fire incident responsibilities in the Johns Hopkins Hospital (JHH). In this
manual the responsibilities of different personnel groups are described. For our case
study we only consider the detection of a fire on an inpatient unit.
At first we describe the main tasks for each group. Afterwards we transfer these tasks
to a reconfigurable open AHL system. Finally, we simulate a concrete scenario.

5.1. Introduction
This section outlines actions to take in the event of a fire incident. We restrict the
personnel groups from the ”Johns Hopkins Safety Manual” to those, that are relevant
for our case study.
All Personnel Members
Each personnel member is assigned to a specified location in the hospital, for example
a nurse to her hospital ward. Of course, this location can be changed, if necessary. The
personnel member who discovers a fire must first remove individuals from immediate
danger. Afterwards the fire alarm must be set off. This order holds for all personnel
groups.
1.
2.
3.

Remove patients or other individuals from immediate danger
Pull the nearest fire alarm
Call the Central Office Exchange

Nursing Staff - inpatient areas
In the case of fire alarm the nurses must attend to all patients of the ward. If visitors
reside, the nurses must direct these into the rooms of patients or to the exits. After this
they must prepare a potential evacuation.
1.
2.

Calm all patients at the ward
Close all room and corridor doors
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3.
4.
5.
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Clear corridors of mobile equipment
Prepare evacuation
Evacuate patients, if necessary

Central Exchange Officer (CEO)
In a case of a fire incident the operator represents both the interface between the Fire
Department (FD) and the hospital and the interface between the concerned ward and
the Security Communications Office (SCO). The CEO must call the fire department and
forward all event changes.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Collect appropriate information
Provide this information to Fire Department (FD) and Security Communication
Office (SCO)
Transmit any emergency event changes to FD
Announce ”All Clear” to appropriate personnel (upon notification of FD)
Forward fire / smoke report for fire response evaluation

Security Communication Office (SCO)
The SCO is responsible for coordination of all security personnel.
1.
2.
3.

Respond Incipient Fire Response Team to the fire location
Respond Escort Officer to the staging location to meet the FD
Provide new information to appropriate personnel

Incipient Fire Response Team (IFRT)
Designated IFRT members go to the fire emergency area and secure the area, one of
them communicates the conditions to the SCO. If necessary, these members must assist
in evacuation procedures.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Go to the fire emergency area
Communicate conditions to SCO
If necessary, assist staff with preparing for possible evacuation
Secure the area
Notify SCO of any significant changes in the emergency event
In the event of an evacuation: direct staff and patients to area of save refuge

Escort Officer
The Escort Officer (EO) meets the FD at the predesignated staging location per SCO
and direct them to the emergency area. Then, EO must detain elevators at the first
floor for use by emergency personnel.

5.2. Specification
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Meet FD at the predesignated staging area
Provide information from SCO
Direct FD to the scene of the fire
Detain elevators at the first floor of the building

In the next section we specify the given main tasks in a formal way with open AHL
systems.

5.2. Specification
5.2.1. Algebraic Specification
The construction of this algebraic specification is described in detail in Section C.1.
PM = NAT-EQ +
sort:
List, Person, Type, Location, Message, Kind, String
opns:

emptyList: → List
addToList: Nat List → List
isIn: List Nat → Bool
person: Type Location Nat → Person
getType: Person → Type
getLocation: Person → Location
getCall-ID: Person → Nat
getPerson: Nat → Person
setLocation: Person Location → Person
message: Kind Nat List String → Message
emptyMessage:→ Message
codeRed:→ Kind
allClear:→ Kind
getKind: Message → Kind
getSender: Message → Nat
getRecipients: Message → List
getText: Message → String

vars:

D1,D2,n:Nat; l:List; t:Type; loc,loc0 :Location; k:Kind; s:String

eqns:

isIn(emptyList,D1) = false
isIn(addToList(D1,l),D2) =
if
eqN(D1,D2) then true
else isIn(l,D2)
getType(person(t,loc,n)) = t
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getLocation(person(t,loc,n)) = loc
getCall-ID(person(t,loc,n)) = n
getPerson(getCall-ID(person(t,loc,n))) = person(t,loc,n)
setLocation(person(t,loc,n),loc0 ) = person(t,loc0 ,n)
getKind(message(k,n,l,s)) = k
getKind(message(codeRed,n,l,s)) = codeRed
getKind(message(allClear,n,l,s)) = allClear
getSender(message(k,n,l,s)) = n
getRecipients(message(k,n,l,s)) = l
getText(message(k,n,l,s)) = s

5.2.2. Algebra
A=
sort:

opns:

AN at = N
AString = {{a,b,c,...,A,B,C,...,?,!,.,} ∪ N}∗
ABool = {T,F}
AList = N∗
AT ype = {nurse, security, sco, centrex}
ALocation = {JHH, JHH1F, JHH2F, JHH3F, JHHL, Rutland Avenue
entrance, Wolfe Street entrance, Jefferson entrance
security office, central exchange office}
AP erson = {nurse, security, sco, centrex} × ALocation × N
AKind = {codeRed, info, allClear}
AM essage = {codeRed, info, allClear} × N× N∗
× {{a,b,c,...,A,B,C,...,?,!,.} ∪ N}∗
zeroA = 0;
succA (n) = n+1 ∀ n ∈ N;
eqNA (n1,n2) = T; if n1=n2 ∀n1,n2 ∈ N;
eqNA (n1,n2) = F; if n16=n2 ∀n1,n2 ∈; N
trueA = T;
falseA = F;
nonA (T) = F; nonA (F) = T;
andA (T,T) = T; andA (b,F) = F ∀b ∈ {T,F};
orA (F,F) = F; orA (b,T) = T ∀b ∈ {T,F};
emptyListA = λ;
addToListA (c,l) = c.l ∀c ∈ N, l ∈ N∗ ;
isInA (λ,c) = F ∀c ∈ N;
isInA (c’.l,c) = T if eqNA (c’,c) = T ∀ c’,c ∈ N, l ∈ N∗ ;
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isInA (c’.l,c) = isInA (l,c) if eqNA (c’,c) = F ∀ c’,c ∈ N, l ∈ N∗ ;
personA (t,loc,c) = (t,loc,c)
∀ t ∈ {nurse, security, sco, centrex},loc ∈ ALocation , c ∈ N;
getTypeA (p) = t ∀p = (t,loc,c) with
∀ t ∈ {nurse, security, sco, centrex},loc ∈ ALocation , c ∈ N;
getLocationA (p) = loc ∀p = (t,loc,c) with
∀ t ∈ {nurse, security, sco, centrex},loc ∈ ALocation , c ∈ N;
getCall-IDA (p) = c ∀p = (t,loc,c) with
∀ t ∈ {nurse, security, sco, centrex},loc ∈ALocation , c ∈ N;
setLocationA (p,loc2) = ((t,loc2,c)) ∀p = (t,loc,c) with
∀ t ∈ {nurse, security, sco, centrex},loc ∈ ALocation , c ∈ N;
messageA (k,c,l,s) = (k,c,l,s)
∀ k ∈ {codeRed, info, allClear}, c ∈ N, l ∈ N∗ ,
s ∈ {{a,b,c,...,A,B,C,...,?,!,.} ∪ N}∗ ;
codeRedA = codeRed;
allClearA = allClear;
getKindA (m) = k ∀m = (k,c,l,s) ∈ AM essage with
∀ k ∈ {codeRed, info, allClear}, c ∈ N, l ∈ N∗ ,
s ∈ {{a,b,c,...,A,B,C,...,?,!,.} ∪ N}∗ ;
getSenderA (m) = c ∀m = (k,c,l,s) with
∀ k ∈ {codeRed, info, allClear}, c ∈ N, l ∈ N∗ ,
s ∈ {{a,b,c,...,A,B,C,...,?,!,.} ∪ N}∗ ;
getRecipientsA (m) = l ∀m = (k,c,l,s) with
∀ k ∈ {codeRed, info, allClear}, c ∈ N, l ∈ N∗ ,
s ∈ {{a,b,c,...,A,B,C,...,?,!,.} ∪ N}∗ ;
getTextA (m) = s ∀m = (k,c,l,s) with
∀ k ∈ {codeRed, info, allClear}, c ∈ N, l ∈ N∗ ,
s ∈ {{a,b,c,...,A,B,C,...,?,!,.} ∪ N}∗ ;

5.2.3. Workflows and Rules
In this section at first we depict the general workflows of the aforementioned personnel
groups by open AHL systems. Afterwards, we specify the rules to modify the sequences
of tasks, if necessary, and the rules to describe communication inside the considered
system.
Each of the open AHL systems in the following section represents the workflow of one
personnel member, in other words for each employee there is one open AHL systems.
The local places of an open AHL system describe the main tasks as mentioned in Section 5.1. Tasks which are only performed under certain conditions are not presented
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in these initial workflows. If necessary, these tasks are inserted via the application of
the corresponding rule at runtime. The exchange of information is described by input
and output places. Depending on the kind of communication - internal or external - the
sending and receiving of messages, respectively, are simulated either by application of
communication rules or by creation and deletion of tokens.
Individual Workflows
Remember that an open AHL system S consists of an open AHL net N and an actual
marking, where N = (SP, P, T, pre, post, cond, type, A). SP and A are given by the
algebraic specification PM and the algebra A constructed in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2,
respectively. The places P and transitions T as well as the functions pre, post, cond
and type can be read off from the following graphical representation of the respective
workflow. One token is placed on the start element of each individual workflow as the
actual marking. These tokens represent the respective person in the workflow and must
be a data element of the sort AP erson .
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P3
Person:Start
P3

Fire alarm sounds
P3

Person: Calm all
patients at your ward
P3

done
P3

Person: Close all room
and corridor doors
P3

Doors closed
P3

Person: Clear corridors
of mobile equipment
P3

Corridors cleared
P3

Person: Preparing
evacuation
P3

Finished preparing
P3

Message:
Instruction
m10

P3

Person: Wait
for instruction

m10

P3

Got instruction

Got instruction

isIn(getRecipients(m10), getCall-ID(P3))
getKind(m10) = allClear

isIn(getRecipients(m10), getCall-ID(P3))
getKind(m10) = codeRed
P3

Person:
Evacuate patients
P3

P3

Finished
evacuation
setLocation(P3, rArea)

Person: End

Figure 5.1: Workflow of a Nurse
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Person:
P1 Start
P1

Message:

Received call
for fire event

m1

Emergency call

isIn(getRecipients(m1),
getCall-ID(P1))
P1

Person: Collect

Message:

appropriate information

Provide
to FD

P1

Collected
information
P1

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1), l7, s7)

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l8,s8)

Person: Wait

Message:

for instruction

Provide to

Message: Get

SCO

P1

a message
m4

P1

m4

Appraised message

Appraised message

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
! (getKind(m4) = allClear)

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
getKind(m4) = allClear

P1

P1

P1

Person: Transmit

Person: Announce

event change to FD

„All clear“

P1

Transmitted
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l4,s4)

Message:
Message to FD

P1

Announced
„All clear“
P1

Person: Forward
fire report

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l3,s3)

Message:
Notification
„All clear“

P1

forwarded
P1

Person: End

Figure 5.2: Workflow of the Central Exchange Officer
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Person:
start
P9
P9

Message:
Call for fire
emergency
from centrex

m18

Received call from centrex
isIn(getRecipients(m18), getCall-ID(P9);
getKind(m18)=codeRed
P9

Person: Respond
IFRT to fire location
P9

IFRT informed
P9

Person: Respond
Escort Officer
to staging location

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l1, s1)

Message:
Message
to IFRT

P9
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l2, s2)

EO informed
P9

Message:
Receiving
message

Person: Waiting
for receiving new
information
P9

P9

m21

m21

Appraised message

Appraised message

!(getKind(m20)=allClear)

getKind(m20)=allClear

P9

Person: Brief
appropriate
person
P9

Message:
Message to
Escort Officer

P9

Person: Inform
security personnel

P9

briefed

P9

informed
m23

m22

Message: Briefing

P9

Message:
Message to
total security
personnel

Person: End

Figure 5.3: Workflow of the Security Communication Officer
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P7
Person:
start
P7

Message:
Receive call
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P7
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P7
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Person: Assess
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P7
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P7

Person:
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m15
P7

Got instruction
isIn(getRecipients(m15),
P7
getCall-ID(P7))
getKind(m15) = codeRed

m15

P7

Got instruction
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getCall-ID(P7))
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P7
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Figure 5.4: Workflow of a IFRT Member
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P8
Person:
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m16
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isIn(getRecipients(m16),
getCall-ID(P8))
getKind(m16)=codeRed
setLocation(P8, sArea)

Person: Meet FD
at staging area
P8
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P8

Person: Directed FD
to the scene of fire
P8

Arrived at scene
setLocation(P8, loc)

Person:
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isIn(getRecipients(m17),
getCall-ID(P8));
getKind(m17) = allClear
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Person: End

Figure 5.5: Workflow of the Escort Officer
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Rules to Modify Workflows
The following rules describe modifications to the aforementioned workflows.
The first rule ’discover fire’ in Figure 5.6 are applied to the workflow of the personnel
member which has discovered the fire. It starts the emergency scenario.
Person:Start
P
P

Fire discovered
P

P
Person:Start

P
Person:Start

Person: Remove
individuals from
immediate danger

P

P

Done

Fire alarm sounds

P
P

Person:P

Person: Pull
fire alarm
P

Person:P

Alarm triggered
P

Person: Call the centrex
P

Centrex called
P

Person:P

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P),l,s)

Message:
Message
for Centrex

Figure 5.6: rule: discover fire
The rule ’attend to visitors’ in Figure 5.7 modifies the workflow of a nurse if visitors
reside in the hospital ward. Then nurses must direct visitors into patient rooms to
remain with the patients.
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Person: Close
all room and
corridor doors
Person: Close
all room and
corridor doors

P

Person: Close
all room and
corridor doors

Doors closed
P

P

Person: Direct
visitors in
patient rooms

Doors closed
P

Person: Clear
corridors of
mobile equipment

P

Person: Clear
corridors of
mobile equipment

Done
P

Person: Clear
corridors of
mobile equipment

Figure 5.7: rule for nursing staff: attend to visitors
Figure 5.8 shows the rule ’ask for assistance’ meaning that a nurse must ask for assistance
in the evacuation procedures, if necessary.
Person:
Preparing
P
evacuation
P

Person:
Preparing
P
evacuation

Person: Preparing
P
evacuation

Assistance is
needed
P

P

Person: Ask
for assistance

Finished preparing

P
P

Person: Wait
for instruction

Asked
Person: Wait
for instruction

message(t2,
getCall-ID(P),l6,s6)

P

Person: Preparing
evacuation

Message:
Call for
assistance

P

Finished preparing
P

Person: Wait
for instruction

Figure 5.8: rule for nursing staff: ask for assistance
The following rule ’communicate conditions’ is intended for the workflow of the IFRT
member which arrived at the emergency area first. This member must communicate the
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conditions to the SCO.

Person: Assess
the situation

Person: Assess
the situation
Person: Assess
the situation

P

P

done

done

P

Person:
Communicate
conditions

P

Person:
Secure area

Person:
Secure area

P

informed

message(t1,
getCall-ID(P),l5,s5)

P

Person:
Secure area

Message:
Information
for SOC

Figure 5.9: rule for IFRT: communicate conditions
The rules ’assist in emergency procedures I + II’ in figures 5.10 and 5.11 are concerned
with the case that the nursing staff needs assistance in following the emergency procedures. Then the security member on location must assist before he secures the area.
Person:
Communicate
conditions
P

Person:
Communicate
conditions

Person:
Communicate
conditions

informed

message(t1,
getCall-ID(P),
l5,s5)

P

informed
P

Person:
Secure area

message(t1,
getCall-ID(P),
l5,s5)

Message:
Information
for SOC

P

Message:
Information
for SOC

Person:
Secure area

Person: Assist
in emergency
procedures
P

Assistance
finished
P

Person:
Secure area

Figure 5.10: security: assist in emergency procedures I

Message:
Information
for SOC
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Person: Assess
the situation
P

Person: Assess
the situation

Person: Assess
the situation

done

P

P

Person: Assist
in emergency
procedures

done
P

P

Person:
Secure area

Assistance
finished

Person:
Secure area

P

Person:
Secure area

Figure 5.11: security: assist in emergency procedures II

Rules to Describe Communication
The following rules describe the communication between selected personnel members.
Communication with external persons is realised by the creation and deletion of tokens.
The rules ”connect 1-1” in Figure 5.12 and ”disconnect 1-1” in Figure 5.13 can be
applied if a personnel member sends a message to another personnel member.
Message:
O1

Message:
O1

Message:
O1
x

TC
x

Message:
I1

Message:
I1

Message:
I1

Figure 5.12: rule: connect 1-1
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Message:
O1

Message:
O1

Message:
O1

Message:
I1

Message:
I1

x

TC
x

Message:
I1

Figure 5.13: rule: disconnect-1-1
The rules in Figure 5.14 and 5.15 can be applied if one personnel member sends a message
to several personnel members.
Message:
O1

Message:
O1

Message:
O1
x

TC
x

Message:
I1

Message:
In

...

Message:
I1

...

Message:
In

Message:
I1

x

... Message:
In

Figure 5.14: rule: connect-1-n

Message:
O1

Message:
O1

Message:
O1

x

TC
x

Message:
I1

x

... Message:
In

Message:
I1

...

Message:
In

Message:
I1

...

Message:
In

Figure 5.15: rule: disconnect-1-n
After giving the general specification we demonstrate a concrete emergency scenario in
the next section.

5.3. Scenario
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5.3.1. Description
Johns Hopkins Hospital - Floor 3 (JHH3): During the visiting hours a nurse (N1) of this
hospital ward discovers smoke in the room for medicaments. She pulls the fire alarm
and calls the Central Exchange Officer CEO. At this time another nurse (N2) is also
working at this ward, too. N1 and N2 begin preparing the evacuation.
After being informed by the Central Exchange Officer (CEO) the Security Communication Officer (SCO) sends two IFRT members (S1 and S2) to the ward and the Escort
Officer (EO) to the staging area, the Jefferson Entrance, to meet the Fire Department
(FD). At the start of the scenario S1, S2 and the EO are located in the first floor of the
Johns Hopkins Hospital.
When S1 and S2 arrive at ward JHH3, mobile equipment, which can obstruct the passage,
is still standing on the corridor. Therefore, S2 assists the nurses and clears the corridor
of this equipment before he secures the area. In the meantime S1 communicates the
conditions to the SCO. The SCO forwards this information to the Fire Department.
In the meantime the FD has arrived at the Jeffersen Entrance and is directed ward
JHH3 by the EO to. After arriving at the ward the FD decides that this area must be
evacuated.
The clinic personnel begins to evacuate the patients and visitors of ward JHH3 and
directs them into the first floor (JHH1).

5.3.2. Initial Open AHL System
In order to define the open AHL system which we want to examine, we must decide on
the internal system, i.e., which personnel groups we want to observe. We can observe
•

the individual workflow of a chosen personnel member,

•

the workflows of a chosen personnel group or

•

the workflows of all personnel members.

To demonstrate internal and external communication we observe a chosen personnel
group, the security group. This group consists of the security communication officer
(SCO), the escort officer (EO) and the IFRT members (S1 and S2). This means our
internal system is represented by an open AHL system IS = (IN, IM ), which consists
of one SCO workflow, one EO workflow and two IFRT workflows, as defined in 5.2.3. To
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simplify matters, we denote the open AHL systems of the individual workflows by the
denotation of the persons.
Initial Net
To compose the open AHL nets of SCO, EO, S1 and S2 into the required open AHL
net IN we use the union construction as defined in 2.21. As the interface we use the
initial object of open AHL nets I = ∅. Formally, we successively construct the pushouts
as follows:
I

NSCO

I

NS2

NEO

N1

N2

IN

I

NS1

Actual Marking
At the start of the scenario exactly one data element, which represents the appropriate
person, must be placed on the start place of each workflow. We define these data elements
first.
1.

SCO = person(security, security office, 100)

2.

Security1 (S1) = person(security, JHH1, 101)

3.

Security2 (S2) = person(security, JHH1, 102)

4.

Escort Officer (EO) = person(security, JHH1, 103)

The actual marking IM of the open AHL system for this concrete scenario is given by:
IM

=
⊕

(SCO,SCO:start) ⊕ (EO,EscortOfficer:start)
(S1,Security1:start) ⊕ (S2,Security2:start)

The initial open AHL system is shown in Figure 5.16. Combining the system IS and
the rules mentioned in Section 5.2.3 we obtain the reconfigurable open AHL system to
simulate our scenario.

P9

m18

Figure 5.16: Initial System
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5.3.3. The Scenario
In this section we simulate the scenario as described in Section 5.3.1. We do not simulate all steps in detail, but give an example for the exchange of information inside of the
system IS and an example for the communication between this system and its environment. For the sake of completeness, the scenario is completely simulated in Appendix C.
Since the specification and the algebra are the same for all systems in our case study,
we restrict our observation to the places and transitions.
For the system IS the scenario starts with the message from the Central Exchange Officer
to the SCO. This means that IS interacts with an external system and we simulate this
by the creation of a token M 1 on the place SCO:Call for fire emergency from centrex = P ∗ .
The token M 1 is a data element of the sort AM essage and is defined as follows:
M 1 = message(codeRed, 54999, 100, ”Fire in ward B3A.”).
Following Definition 2.10 the marking m1 of IS after the creation of M 1 is given by:
m1

=

M I ⊕ (M 1, SCO:Call for fire emergency from centrex)

=
⊕

(SCO, SCO:start) ⊕ (EO, EscortOfficer:start) ⊕ (S1, Security1:start)
(S2, Security2:start) ⊕ (M 1, SCO:Call for fire emergency from centrex)

Person:
start
SCO

Person:
start
SCO

P9

Message:
Call for fire
emergency
from centrex

m18

P9

Received call from centrex
isIn(getRecipients(m18), getCall-ID(P9);
getKind(m18)=codeRed
P9

⊕(M 1,P ∗ )

Message:
M1
Call for fire
emergency
from centrex

m18

Received call from centrex
isIn(getRecipients(m18), getCall-ID(P9);
getKind(m18)=codeRed

−→

Person: Respond
IFRT to fire location

P9

Person: Respond
IFRT to fire location

P9

P9

The next step which we consider is the sending of the message M 2 from SCO to S1 and
S2. In this case we have an internal communcation from the output place SCO:Message
to IFRT to the input places S1:Receive call from SCO and S2:Receive call from SCO. The
marking before sending is given by:
m2

=
⊕
⊕

(SCO, SCO:Respond Escort Officer to staging location)
(S1, Security1:start) ⊕ (S2, Security2:start)
(EO, EscortOfficer:start) ⊕ (M 2, SCO:Message to IFRT).

The data element which represents the message M 2 is defined by
M 2 = message(codeRed, 100, 101.102, ”Fire alarm in B3A. Go there!”).
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Figure 5.17 shows the relevant part of the system IS before sending the message M 2.
The whole system IS with marking m2 is displayed in Figure C.4.
S2
Person: start

S1
Person:
start
P7
P9
Message:
Receive call
from SCO

Person: Respond
IFRT to fire location
P9
IFRT informed
P9
SCO
Person: Respond
Escort Officer
to staging location

m13

Got message
isIn(getRecipients(m13),
getCall-ID(P7))
getKind(m13)=codeRed

P10
Got message
Message: m24
isIn(getRecipients(m24),
Receive call
getCall-ID(P10))
from SCO
getKind(m24)=codeRed

P7

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l1, s1)

P10

Person: Go
to emergency area

M2
Message:
Message
to IFRT

Person: Go
to emergency area

P7
P10

P9

Figure 5.17: Detail of IS with marking m2: Before applying connect-1-2
Since we have two addresses, viz. S1 with call-ID 101 and S2 with call-ID 102, we apply
the rule connect-1-n with n = 2 as displayed in Figure 5.18.
Message:
O1

Message:
O1

Message:
O1
m

TC
m

Message:
I1

Message:
I2

Message:
I1

Message:
I2

Message:
I1

m

Message:
I2

Figure 5.18: Rule: connect-1-2
Before we can apply this rule, we must check for the Gluing Condition as described in
Section 4.6. Let L be the left hand side of the rule connect-1-2. Then we define the
match m : L → IS as follows:
m(O) = SCO:Message to IFRT
m(I1) = S1:Receive call from SCO
m(I2) = S2:Receive call from SCO
The Gluing Condition for the match m is fulfilled with respect to connect-1-2, because:
1.

Dangling Condition (DC): there are no elements to delete ⇒ DC is
fulfilled.
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2.

Identification Condition (IC): the mapping m is injective ⇒ IC is fulfilled.

3.

Let C be the pushout complement. Since there are no elements to
delete, C = IS as pictured in 5.17. Since IS is an open AHL system,
EC is a set of equations over the signatur (SC , OPC ).

Therefore, we can apply the rule connect-1-n and get the system IS 0 as partly shown in
Figure 5.19 and completely shown in Figure C.5.

m

S1
Person:
start
P7

TC
P9

Got message

Message:
m13
isIn(getRecipients(m13),
Receive call
getCall-ID(P7))
from SCO
getKind(m13)=codeRed

Person: Respond
IFRT to fire location
P9
IFRT informed
P9
SCO
Person: Respond
Escort Officer
to staging location

P7

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P9), l1, s1)

M2
Message:
Message
to IFRT

Person: Go
to emergency area
m

m

S2
Person: start
P10
Got message

Message: m24
isIn(getRecipients(m24),
Receive call
getCall-ID(P10))
from SCO
getKind(m24)=codeRed
P10
Person: Go
to emergency area

P7
P10

P9

Figure 5.19: Detail of IS 0 with marking m2: After applying connect-1-2
After the application of this rule the output place SCO:Message to IFRT is connected
with the input places S1:Receive call from SCO and S2:Receive call from SCO. Via firing
of transition TC the message M 2 is transmitted from SCO to S1 and S2. In our scenario
the transitions TC and SCO:EO informed switch in parallel.
The marking m3 after firing of TC and SCO:EO informed is calculated as follows:
m3

=

m2
pre(TC) pre(SCO:EO informed)
⊕ post(TC) ⊕ post(SCO:EO informed)

=

(S1, Security1:start) ⊕ (S2, Security2:start) ⊕ (EO, EscortOfficer:start)
⊕ (SCO, SCO:Waiting for receiving new information)
⊕ (M 2, S1:Receive call from SCO)
⊕ (M 2, S2:Receive call from SCO)
⊕ (M 3, Message to Escort Officer)

Figure 5.20 shows the relevant part of system IS 0 with the marking m3. The whole
system IS 0 is shown in Figure C.6.
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S1
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start
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Figure 5.20: Detail of IS 0 with marking m3: After firing TC
After the transmission of a message we want to close the connection between the involved
workflows. Therefore, we apply the rule disconnect-1-n with n = 2.
Message:
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Message:
O1

Message:
O1

m

TC
m

m

Message:
I1

Message:
I2

Message:
I1

Message:
I2

Message:
I1

Message:
I2

Figure 5.21: Rule: disconnect-1-2
The application of disconnect-1-2 yields the system IS with marking m3 as partly shown
in Figure 5.22 and completely shown in Figure C.7.
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Figure 5.22: Detail of IS with marking m3
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6. Conclusion
6.1. Summary
In this work reconfigurable open AHL systems have been introduced as a new instance
of weak adhesive HLR systems, a framework for modelling dynamic systems.
First the formalism of AHL nets—a combination of classical P/T nets and algebraic
specifications—has been extended with open places and communication transitions to
open AHL nets. The main idea of open places, more precisely input and output places,
is to provide an interface, that serves for communication. An communication event
itself is represented by firing of a communicating transition, that is located between the
corresponding input and output places. When examining an individual subsystem the
communication events are presented by the creation and deletion of tokens.
We have defined OAHLNets, the category of open AHL nets and open AHL net morphisms, and shown that OAHLNets is finitely cocomplete. Afterwards, open AHL
nets have been extended with an actual marking to open AHL systems. After defining
OAHLSystems, the category of open AHL systems and open AHL system morphisms,
we have shown that this category is a weak adhesive HLR category.
Based on OAHLSystems reconfigurable open AHL systems have been introduced
as an instance of weak adhesive HLR systems. This categorical framework, introduced in[EP06], gives a description of a rule based, abstract rewriting technique and
allows for applying the Local-Church-Rosser and Concurrency Theorems. Additionally, the Parallelism Theorem is applicable for reconfigurable open AHL systems, since
OAHLSystems has coproducts compatible with MOAHLSystems .
Finally, we have presented a case study for a typical application area of reconfigurable
systems, viz. the modelling of dynamic workflows. This case study represent an emergency scenario based on the ”Johns Hopkins Safety Manual” [JH007a, JH007b] for fire
incident responsibilities.
Reconfigurable open AHL system are particularly suitable for modelling complex data
and concurrent systems whose structure can change dynamically, just like reconfigurable
AHL system. Additionally, open AHL systems allow for modelling reactive systems,
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which interact with its environment. Therefore, we are able to decompose large-scale
systems into simple subsystems.

6.2. Future Work
In [EEPT06] further important results for weak adhesive HLR systems are presented:
The Embedding and Extension Theorem, which allows for embedding transformations
into larger contexts, and the Local Confluence Theorem, which allow to show local
confluence of transformation systems on the basis of the confluence of critical pairs. To
apply these theorems we need a suitable E’-M’ pair factorisation and initial pushouts
as additional properties for open AHL systems.
In [Lam07] an extension of weak adhesive HLR categories to weak adhesive HLR categories with NACs has been introduced. NACs are negative application conditions in
the meaning of [EEPT06] and allow us to restrict the application of rules. The framework of weak adhesive HLR categories with NACs requires some additional properties,
which need to be proven for OAHLSystems. These properties are introduced in detail
in [Lam07].
Furthermore, an extension of open AHL systems to labeled open AHL systems is conceivable. Labels offer an additional control structure for reconfigurable systems. The
idea of labels is to mark every place with a fixed label and to allow only mappings of
places with the same label. As shown for P/T systems in [Rei08] this extension is very
useful.

A. Categorical Background
This chapter summarizes some basic notions from category theory.

A.1. Categories
Definition A.1 (Category). A category C consists of a class ObC of objects, for
each pair A, B ∈ ObC a set M orC (A, B) of morphisms, written f : A → B for
f ∈ M orC (A, B), and a composition g◦f : A → C for each pair of morphisms f : A → B
and g : B → C such that we have
a)

(h ◦ f ) ◦ g = h ◦ (f ◦ g) for all morphisms f, g, h if at least one side is defined, and

b)

for each object A ∈ ObC there is a distinguished identity morphism idA ∈
M orC (A, A) with f ◦ idA = f and idA ◦ g = g whenever the left hand side is
definded.

Definition A.2 (Subcategory). A category D is a subcategory of a category C if:
1.

ObD ⊆ ObC ;

2.

for all A, B ∈ OBD : D(A, B) ⊆ C(A, B);

3.

compositions and identities coinside with those of C.

Definition A.3 (Full Subcategory). A subcategory D of C is said to be full if for all
A, B ∈ ObD : D(A, B) = C(A, B).
Definition A.4 (Product Category). Given two categories A and B. Then the product
category (A × B) is defined by
•

ObA×B = ObA × ObB

•

M orA×B ((A, A0 ), (B, B 0 )) = M or(A, B) × M or(A0 , B 0 ).

•

for morphisms f : A → B, g : B → C ∈ M orA and f 0 : A0 → B 0 , g 0 : B 0 → C 0
∈ M orB , we define (g, g 0 ) ◦ (f, f 0 ) = (g ◦ f, g 0 ◦ f 0 )

•

id(A,A0 ) = (idA , idA0 )
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Definition A.5 (General Comma Category). Given index sets I and J , categories
Cj for j ∈ J and Xi for i ∈ I, and for each i ∈ I two functors Fi : Cki → Xi
and Gi : Cli → Xi with ki , li ∈ J , then the general comma category GComCat
((Cj )j∈J , (Fi , Gi )i∈I ; I, J ) is defined by
•

objects ((Aj ∈ Cj )j∈J , (opi )i∈I ), where opi : Fi (Aki ) → Gi (Ali ) is a morphism in
Xi

•

morphisms h : ((Aj ), (opi )) → ((A0j ), (op0i )) as tuple h = ((hj : Aj → A0j )j∈J ) such
that for all i ∈ I op0i ◦ Fi (hki ) = Gi (hli ) ◦ opi .

A.2. Universal and General Colimit Constructions
Definition A.6 (Initial Object). Let C be a category. An object is an initial object if
for any C-object A there exists an unique morphism f ∈ C(A, B).
Definition A.7 (Pushout). Let C be a category. The pushout of two morphisms f :
A0 → A1 and g : A0 → A2 in C is an object A3 in C together with the morphisms
f 0 : A2 → A3 and g 0 : A1 → A3 satisfying g 0 ◦ f = f 0 ◦ g and the following universal
property in C:
For all objects X in C and morphisms h1 : A1 → X and h2 : A2 → X with
h1 ◦ f = h2 ◦ g there is an unique morphism h : A3 → X such that h ◦ g 0 = h1
and h ◦ f 0 = h2 .
A0

f

A1

g

(PO)

g0

A2

f0

A3

h1

h2

h

X

Figure A.1: Pushout Diagram
Definition A.8 (Coproduct). Let C be a category and A, B ∈ ObC . Then a coproduct
(A + B, ι1 , ι2 ) of A and B is given by:
•

an object A + B and
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•

two morphisms ι1 : A → A + B and ι2 : B → A + B,

which satisfy the following universal property:
For all objects X in C and morphisms f : A → X and g : B → X there is an
unique morphism [f, g] : A+B → X such that [f, g]◦ι1 = f and [f, g]◦ι2 = g.
A

ι1

f

ι2

A+B

[f, g]

B

g

X

Figure A.2: Coproduct Diagram
Fact A.9 (Coproduct via Initial Object and Pushout). Consider the pushout diagram
in Figure A.7. In the special case that A0 is initial in C the object A3 above together
with the morphisms f 0 : A2 → A3 and g 0 : A1 → A3 is called coproduct of A1 and A2 .
0

0

Definition A.10 (Coproduct of Morphisms). Let (A + B, ι1 , ι2 ) and (A0 + B 0 , ι1 , ι2 ) be
coproducts of A,B and A’,B’ respectively, and f : A → A0 and g : B → B 0 morphisms.
Then the coproduct of the morphisms f + g : A + B → A0 + B 0 is defined by:
0

0

f + g = [ι1 ◦ f, ι2 ◦ g].
0

0

This means that f + g is the unique morphism of ι1 ◦ f and ι2 ◦ g w.r.t. (A + B, ι1 , ι2 ).
Definition A.11 (Diagram). A diagram D in a category C is a functor D : S → C for
some small category S, i.e. the object class of S is a set.
Definition A.12 (Colimit). The colimit (CL, cl) of a diagram D : S → C consists of
an object CL in C and a family cl = (clS )S∈Obj(S) of morphisms clS : D(S) → CL such
that for all s : S2 → S1 in S we have clS1 ◦ D(s) = clS2 and the following universal
property:
For any object CL0 in C and family cl0 = (clS0 )S∈Obj(S) of morphisms clS0 :
0 ◦ Ds = cl0
D(S) → CL0 with clS1
S2 for all s : S2 → S1 there is a unique
0
morphism f : CL → CL in C such that we have f ◦ clS = clS0 for all S in S.
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D(S1)

cl0S1

clS1

=
CL0

f

=
cl0S2

CL

=

D(s)

clS2

D(S2)

Figure A.3: Colimit Diagram
Example A.13 (Colimits). Initial objects, coproducts and pushouts are special cases of
colimits.
Definition A.14 (Finitely Cocompleteness of Categories). A category C is said to be
finitely cocomplete if for each finite diagram in C there exists a colimit.
Theorem A.15. For each category C the following conditions are equivalent:
1.

C is finitely cocomplete

2.

C has finite coproducts and coequalizers

3.

C has pushouts and an initial object.

Definition A.16 (Pullback). Let C be a category, A, B, C ∈ ObC and f : A → C,
g : B → C morphisms in C. Then a pullback (A ×(f,g) B, πf , πg ) of f and g is given by:
•

an object A ×(f,g) B ∈ ObC and

•

two C-morphisms πf : A ×(f,g) B → A and πg : A ×(f,g) B → B satisfying f ◦ πf =
g ◦ πg and the following universal property.
For all objects X ∈ ObC and two morphisms h1 : X → A and h2 : X → B
with f ◦ h1 = g ◦ h2 there exists an unique morphism hh1 , h2 i(f,g) : X →
A ×(f,g) B with πf ◦ hh1 , h2 i(f,g) = h1 and πg ◦ hh1 , h2 i(f,g) = h2 .
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X

hh1 , h2 i

h1

h2

A ×(f,g) B

πf

A

πg

(PB)

f

B

g

C

Figure A.4: Pullback Diagram

B. Categories and Specifications
B.1. Basic Weak Adhesive HLR Categories
Definition B.1 (Category ALGSiso ). The category ALGSiso of algebras and generalised algebra homomorphisms is defined as follows:
•

ObjALGSiso = {(SP, A)|SP ∈ SPEC and A ∈ ALGS(SP)};

•

M orALGSiso ((SP1 , A1 ), (SP2 , A2 )) = {(fSP , fA )| where
–

fSP : SP1 → SP2

–

fA : A1 → VfSP (A02 ) is an isomorphism with
VfSP : ALGS(SP2 ) → ALGS(SP1 )};

•

the composition g ◦ f of f = (fSP , fA ) : (SP1 , A1 ) → (SP2 , A2 ) and g = (gSP , gA ) :
(SP2 , A2 ) → (SP3 , A3 ) is given by g ◦ f = (gSP ◦ fSP , VfSP (gA ) ◦ fA ); and

•

the identity idALGSiso = (idSP , idA ) is componentwise defined.

Definition B.2 (Category Markings). The category Markings is defined by
•

objects (S, s) with a set S and a function s : S → N

•

morphisms f : (S, s) → (T, t)with a function f : S → T such that ∀s1 ∈ S : s(s1 ) ≤
t(f (s1 )),

•

the composition g ◦ f of f : (S, s) → (T, t), f : (T, t) → (U, u) with ∀si ∈ S :
g ◦ f (s1 ) = g(f (s1 )) as in SETS,

•

identities id(S,s) = idS as in SETS

Definition B.3 (Category AHLNets). The category AHLNets of AHL nets and AHL
net morphisms is defined by
•

ObAHLNets is the class of AHL nets,

•

M orAHLNets (N1 , N2 ) is class of generalised AHL net morphisms as defined
in [Rei08] where fA : A→V
˜ fSP (A0 ) is an isomorphism in CAT(SP)
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the composition ◦AHLNets is componentwise defined.
F orf : N1 → N2 and g : N2 → N3 :
g ◦ f = (gSP ◦ fSP , gP ◦ fP , gT ◦ fT , VfSP (gA ) ◦ fA )

•

idAHLNets = (idSP , idP , idT , idA ) is componentwise defined

The following Lemma B.4 is proven by Prof.Dr.Hartmut Ehrig from the Technical University of Berlin, Germany.
Lemma B.4. Let f = (fSP , fP , fT , fA ) : N1 → N2 be an AHL net morphism with
fX : X1 → X2 is injective. Then the restriction of fX : X1 → X2 to V ar(t) for t ∈ T1
leads as bijective fX,V : V ar(t) → V ar(fT (t)) with fX,V (X1 ) = fX (X1 ).
Proof. For each AHL net AN and t ∈ T we have V ar(t) = V ar(cond(t)) ∪ V ar(pre(t)) ∪
V ar(post(t)).
1.

x1 ∈ V ar(cond(t)) ⇒ fX (x1 ) ∈ V ar(fT (t))
We show x1 ∈ V ar(cond(t)) ⇒ fX (x1 ) ∈ V ar(fT (t)). The other cases are similar.
#
(L1 )).
Let e1 = (L1 , R1 ) ∈ cond1 (t) and x1 ∈ V ar(L1 ). Then fX (x1 ) ∈ V ar(fSig
#
Since f is an AHL net morphism we have fSig
(cond1 (t)) = cond2 (fT (t))
#
#
#
(L1 , R1 ) =
(e1 ) = fSig
(e1 ) = e2 ∈ cond2 (fT (t)) with fSig
which implies fSig
#
#
(R1 )) = (L2 , R2 ) = e2 ∈ cond2 (fT (t))
(L1 ), fSig
(fSig
#
(L1 )) = V ar(L2 ) ⊂ V ar(cond2 (fT (t))) which has to
Hence, fX (x1) ∈ V ar(fSig
been shown.

2.

x2 ∈ V ar(fT (t)) ⇒ ∃x1 ∈ V ar(t) with fX (x1 ) = x2
Again we only show x2 ∈ V ar(cond2 (fT (t))) ⇒ ∃!x1 ∈ V ar(cond1 (t)) with
fX (x1 ) = x2 .
x2 ∈ V ar(cond2 (fT (t))) implies e2 = (L2 , R2 ) ∈ cond2 (fT (t)) with x2 ∈ V ar(L2 ).
#
(cond1 (t)) we have e1 = (L1 , R1 ) ∈ cond1 (t) with
Using cond2 (fT (t)) = fSIG
#
#
#
#
fSIG (e1 ) = fSIG (L1 , R1 ) = (fSIG
(L1 ), fSIG
(R1 )) = e2 = (L2 , R2 ).
#
This implies x2 ∈ V ar(L2 ) = V ar(fSIG
(L1 )). Hence, we have x1 ∈ V ar(L1 ) with
fX (x1 ) = x2 and V ar(L1 ) ⊆ V ar(e1) ⊆ V ar(cond1 (t)).

B.2. Basic Specifications
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From 1 we conclude that fX : X1 → X2 can be restricted to V ar(t) ⊆ X1 and
V ar(fT (t)) ⊆ X2 leading to fV : V ar(t) → V ar(fT (t)) with fV (x1) = fX (x1).
fX injective implies that fV is injective and 2 implies that fV is surjective and hence
bijective.

B.2. Basic Specifications
In this section we list the basic specifications.
BOOL =
sort:
Bool
opns:

true, false: → Bool
non: Bool → Bool
and, or: Bool Bool → Bool

vars:

A,B: Bool

eqns:

non(true) = false
non(false) = true
and(true, B) = B
and(false, B) = false
and(A, B) = and(B, A)
or(true, B) = true
or(false, B) = B
or(A, B) = or(B, A)

DATA-EQ = BOOL +
sort:
Data
opns:

isEqual:Data Data → Bool

vars:

D,D1:Data

eqns:

isEqual(D,D) = true
isEqual(D,D1) = isEquals(D1,D)

LIST(DATA-EQ) = BOOL +
sort:
List,Data
opns:

isEqual: Data Data → Bool
emptyList: → List
addToList: Data List → List
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isIn: List Data → Bool

vars:

D1,D2:Data; L:List

eqns:

isEqual(D1,D1) = true
isEqual(D1,D2) = isEqual(D2,D1)
isIn(emptyList,D1) = false
isIn(addToList(D1,L),D2) =
if
isEquals(D1,D2) then true
else isIn(L,D2)

NAT-EQ = BOOL +
sort:
Nat
opns:

zero: → Nat
succ: Nat → Nat
eqN: Nat Nat → Bool

vars:

N1, N2:Nat

eqns:

eqN(N1,N1) = true
eqN(N1,N2) = eq(N2,N1)
eqN(zero, succ(N1)) = false
eqN(succ(N1),succ(N2)) = eq(N1,N2)

An update of LIST(DATA − EQ) with NAT − EQ yields the algebraic specification
LIST(NAT − EQ)=(NAT − EQ, LIST) with:
LIST(NAT-EQ) = BOOL +
sort:
List, Nat
opns:

zero: → Nat
succ: Nat → Nat
eqN: Nat Nat → Bool
emptyList: → List
addToList: Nat List → List
isIn: List Nat → Bool

vars:

N1,N2:Nat; l:List

eqns:

eqN(N1,N1) = true
eqN(N1,N2) = eq(N2,N1)
eqN(zero, succ(N1)) = false
eqN(succ(N1),succ(N2)) = eq(N1,N2)
isIn(emptyList,N1) = false
isIn(addToList(N1,l),N2) =

B.2. Basic Specifications
if
else

eqN(N1,N2) then true
isIn(l,N2)
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C.1. Construction of the Case Study Specification
In this section we construct the algebraic specification PM which we use in our case
study. In this case study we have workflows of persons and messages between them.
Therefore, we construct the specifications PERSON and MESSAGE first, which describe the several data elements. Afterwards we compose these specifications to get the
required algebraic specification PM.
Since messages can be sent to or received from an external person or institution, the
addressor and addressee are not described by a person, but by a unique call-ID. For this
call-ID we use the algebraic specification NAT − EQ.
Each person of the clinic personnel is described by an unique call id, a location - such as
the ward of a nurse - and its type. Hence, we get the following algebraic specification:
PERSON = NAT-EQ +
sort:
Person, Type, Location
opns:

person: Type Location Nat → Person
getType: Person → Type
getLocation: Person → Location
getCall-ID: Person → Nat
getPerson: Nat → Person
setLocation: Person Location → Person

vars:

t:Type; l,l0 :Location; n:Nat

eqns:

getType(person(t,l,n)) = t
getLocation(person(t,l,n)) = l
getCall-ID(person(t,l,n)) = n
getPerson(getCall-ID(person(t,l,n))) = person(t,l,n)
setLocation(person(t,l,n),l0 ) = person(t,l0 ,n)

To describe the exchange of informations we construct the algebraic specification
MESSAGE. Messages are sent from one person to other persons.
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MESSAGE = LIST(NAT-EQ) +
sort:
Message, Kind, String
opns:

message: Kind Nat List String → Message
emptyMessage:→ Message
codeRed:→ Kind
allClear:→ Kind
getKind: Message → Kind
getSender: Message → Nat
getRecipients: Message → List
getText: Message → String

vars:

k:Kind; n,x:Nat; l:List; s:String

eqns:

getKind(message(k,n,l,s)) = k
getKind(message(codeRed,n,l,s)) = codeRed
getKind(message(allClear,n,l,s)) = allClear
getSender(message(k,n,l,s)) = n
getRecipients(message(k,n,l,s)) = l
getText(message(k,n,l,s)) = s

Both PERSON and MESSAGE work with the algebraic specification NAT − EQ.
Therefore, we choose this specification as the interface between PERSON and
MESSAGE, build the pushout PM = PERSON +NAT−EQ MESSAGE and get
the following algebraic specification PM.
PM = NAT-EQ +
sort:
List, Person, Type, Location, Message, Kind, String
opns:

emptyList: → List
addToList: Nat List → List
isIn: List Nat → Bool
person: Type Location Nat → Person
getType: Person → Type
getLocation: Person → Location
getCall-ID: Person → Nat
getPerson: Nat → Person
setLocation: Person Location → Person
message: Kind Nat List String → Message
emptyMessage:→ Message
codeRed:→ Kind
allClear:→ Kind
getKind: Message → Kind
getSender: Message → Nat

C.2. Scenario Simulation
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getRecipients: Message → List
getText: Message → String
vars:

D1,D2,n:Nat; l:List; t:Type; loc,loc0 :Location; k:Kind; s:String

eqns:

isIn(emptyList,D1) = false
isIn(addToList(D1,l),D2) =
if
eqN(D1,D2) then true
else isIn(l,D2)
getType(person(t,loc,n)) = t
getLocation(person(t,loc,n)) = loc
getCall-ID(person(t,loc,n)) = n
getPerson(getCall-ID(person(t,loc,n))) = person(t,loc,n)
setLocation(person(t,loc,n),loc0 ) = person(t,loc0 ,n)
getKind(message(k,n,l,s)) = k
getKind(message(codeRed,n,l,s)) = codeRed
getKind(message(allClear,n,l,s)) = allClear
getSender(message(k,n,l,s)) = n
getRecipients(message(k,n,l,s)) = l
getText(message(k,n,l,s)) = s

C.2. Scenario Simulation
This section presents the whole simulation of the case study as described in Section 5.3.1.
First we define the data elements which represent the persons and the messages. Then
we simulate the workflows of the involved hospital staff. We firstly consider the workflow
of the security group, and secondly the individual workflows of the remaining personnel
(N1, N2, CEO).
Data Elements representing the Hospital Staff
CEO = person(centrex, central exchange office, 54999)
Escort Officer (EO) = person(security, JHH1, 103)
N1 = person(nurse, JHH3, 301)
N2 = person(nurse, JHH3, 302)
SCO = person(security, security office, 100)
Security1 (S1) = person(security, JHH1, 101)
Security2 (S2) = person(security, JHH1, 102)
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Data Elements representing the Messages
M1 = message(codeRed, 54999, 100, ”Fire in ward JHH3.”)
M2 = message(codeRed, 100, 101.102, ”Fire alarm in JHH3. Go there!”)
M2FD = message(codeRed, 54999, 911, ”Fire in Johns Hopkins Hospital. Come to
Jefferson entrance.”)
M3 = message(codeRed, 100, 103, ”Fire in ward JHH3. Go to the Jefferson entrance
and receive the Fire Department!”)
MAC = message(codeRed, 54999, 100, ”Operation is finished.”)
MC = message(info, 100, 103, ”IFRT team cannot extinguish the fire. The precise
location is the room for medicaments.”)
MCC = message(info, 101, 100, ”Cannot extinguish this fire. The precise location is the
room for medicaments.”)
MEC = message(codeRed, 301, 54999, ”Fire in ward JHH3.”)
MEV = message(codeRed, 100, 101.102, ”Evacuate the ward. Direct all persons into
the first floor.”)
MFD = message(codeRed, 911, 100.301.302, ”Evacuate the ward.”)
MFIN = message(codeRed, 100, 103, ”Finish your operation.”)
MtAC = message(codeRed, 911, 54999, ”The fire is extinguished. It is permitted to
enter this ward again.”)
MtEV = message(codeRed, 911, 54999, ”Evacuate this ward.”)

C.2.1. Simulation of the Security Group
In this section we simulate the workflow of the security group that consists of the Security
Communication Officer (SCO), two IFRT members (S1, S2) and the Escort Officer (EO).
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Rule application at the workflow of S1. S1 must call the conditions of the fire to SCO.
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Rule application at the workflow of S2. It is nessecary, that S2 assists nursing staff with
preparing for possible evacuation.
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Figure C.15: Rule: assist in emergency procedures II
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getKind(m83) = allClear

Finished

P8

Person:
Detain elevators
at the first floor

setLocation(P8, loc)

Arrived at scene

P8

Person: Be
responsive to
the message

P8

Got message
Message: m82
Receive
isIn(getRecipients(m82),
message
getCall-ID(P8))

P8

Person: Directed FD
to the scene of fire

P8

FD arrived

setLocation(P8, sArea)

Message:
Receive call
from SCO

Person: start
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C.2.2. Simulation of the Central Exchange Officer
CEO Start
Person:
P1

Message:

Received call
for fire event

m1

Emergency call

isIn(getRecipients(m1),
getCall-ID(P1))
P1

Person: Collect

Message:

appropriate information

Provide
to FD

P1

Collected
information
P1

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1), l7, s7)

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l8,s8)

Person: Wait

Message:

for instruction

Provide to

Message: Get

SCO

P1

a message
m4

P1

m4

Appraised message

Appraised message

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
! (getKind(m4) = allClear)

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
getKind(m4) = allClear

P1

P1

P1

Person: Transmit

Person: Announce

event change to FD

„All clear“

P1

Transmitted
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l4,s4)

Message:
Message to FD

P1

Announced
„All clear“
P1

Person: Forward
fire report
P1

forwarded
P1

Person: End

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l3,s3)

Message:
Notification
„All clear“
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CEO Start
Person:
P1

MEC
Message:

Received call
for fire event

m1

Emergency call

isIn(getRecipients(m1),
getCall-ID(P1))
P1

Person: Collect

Message:

appropriate information

Provide
to FD

P1

Collected
information
P1

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1), l7, s7)

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l8,s8)

Person: Wait

Message:

for instruction

Provide to

Message: Get

SCO

P1

a message
m4

P1

m4

Appraised message

Appraised message

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
! (getKind(m4) = allClear)

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
getKind(m4) = allClear

P1

P1

P1

Person: Transmit

Person: Announce

event change to FD

„All clear“

P1

Transmitted
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l4,s4)

Message:
Message to FD

P1

Announced
„All clear“
P1

Person: Forward
fire report
P1

forwarded
P1

Person: End

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l3,s3)

Message:
Notification
„All clear“
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Person: Start
P1

Message:

Received call
for fire event

m1

Emergency call

isIn(getRecipients(m1),
getCall-ID(P1))
P1

CEO Collect
Person:

Message:

appropriate information

Provide
to FD

P1

Collected
information
P1

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1), l7, s7)

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l8,s8)

Person: Wait

Message:

for instruction

Provide to

Message: Get

SCO

P1

a message
m4

P1

m4

Appraised message

Appraised message

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
! (getKind(m4) = allClear)

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
getKind(m4) = allClear

P1

P1

P1

Person: Transmit

Person: Announce

event change to FD

„All clear“

P1

Transmitted
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l4,s4)

Message:
Message to FD

P1

Announced
„All clear“
P1

Person: Forward
fire report
P1

forwarded
P1

Person: End

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l3,s3)

Message:
Notification
„All clear“
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Person: Start
P1

Message:

Received call
for fire event

m1

Emergency call

isIn(getRecipients(m1),
getCall-ID(P1))
P1

Person: Collect

M2FD
Message:

appropriate information

Provide
to FD

P1

Collected
information
P1

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1), l7, s7)

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l8,s8)

CEO
Person: Wait

M1
Message:

for instruction

Provide to

Message: Get

SCO

P1

a message
m4

P1

m4

Appraised message

Appraised message

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
! (getKind(m4) = allClear)

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
getKind(m4) = allClear

P1

P1

P1

Person: Transmit

Person: Announce

event change to FD

„All clear“

P1

Transmitted
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l4,s4)

Message:
Message to FD

P1

Announced
„All clear“
P1

Person: Forward
fire report
P1

forwarded
P1

Person: End

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l3,s3)

Message:
Notification
„All clear“
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Person: Start
P1

Message:

Received call
for fire event

m1

Emergency call

isIn(getRecipients(m1),
getCall-ID(P1))
P1

Person: Collect

Message:

appropriate information

Provide
to FD

P1

Collected
information
P1

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1), l7, s7)

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l8,s8)

CEO
Person: Wait

Message:

for instruction

Provide to

Message: Get

SCO

P1

a message
m4

P1

m4

Appraised message

Appraised message

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
! (getKind(m4) = allClear)

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
getKind(m4) = allClear

P1

P1

P1

Person: Transmit

Person: Announce

event change to FD

„All clear“

P1

Transmitted
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l4,s4)

Message:
Message to FD

P1

Announced
„All clear“
P1

Person: Forward
fire report
P1

forwarded
P1

Person: End

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l3,s3)

Message:
Notification
„All clear“
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Person: Start
P1

Message:

Received call
for fire event

m1

Emergency call

isIn(getRecipients(m1),
getCall-ID(P1))
P1

Person: Collect

Message:

appropriate information

Provide
to FD

P1

Collected
information
P1

MtEV
Message: Get

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1), l7, s7)

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l8,s8)

CEO
Person: Wait

Message:

for instruction

Provide to
SCO

P1

a message
m4

P1

m4

Appraised message

Appraised message

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
! (getKind(m4) = allClear)

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
getKind(m4) = allClear

P1

P1

P1

Person: Transmit

Person: Announce

event change to FD

„All clear“

P1

Transmitted
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l4,s4)

Message:
Message to FD

P1

Announced
„All clear“
P1

Person: Forward
fire report
P1

forwarded
P1

Person: End

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l3,s3)

Message:
Notification
„All clear“
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Person: Start
P1

Message:

Received call
for fire event

m1

Emergency call

isIn(getRecipients(m1),
getCall-ID(P1))
P1

Person: Collect

Message:

appropriate information

Provide
to FD

P1

Collected
information
P1

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1), l7, s7)

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l8,s8)

Person: Wait

Message:

for instruction

Provide to

Message: Get

SCO

P1

a message
m4

P1

m4

Appraised message

Appraised message

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
! (getKind(m4) = allClear)

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
getKind(m4) = allClear

P1

P1

P1

CEO Transmit
Person:

Person: Announce

event change to FD

„All clear“

P1

Transmitted
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l4,s4)

Message:
Message to FD

P1

Announced
„All clear“
P1

Person: Forward
fire report
P1

forwarded
P1

Person: End

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l3,s3)

Message:
Notification
„All clear“
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Person: Start
P1

Message:

Received call
for fire event

m1

Emergency call

isIn(getRecipients(m1),
getCall-ID(P1))
P1

Person: Collect

Message:

appropriate information

Provide
to FD

P1

Collected
information
P1

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1), l7, s7)

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l8,s8)

CEO
Person: Wait

Message:

for instruction

Provide to

Message: Get

SCO

P1

a message
m4

P1

m4

Appraised message

Appraised message

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
! (getKind(m4) = allClear)

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
getKind(m4) = allClear

P1

P1

P1

Person: Transmit

Person: Announce

event change to FD

„All clear“

P1

Transmitted
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l4,s4)

MFD
Message:
Message to FD

P1

Announced
„All clear“
P1

Person: Forward
fire report
P1

forwarded
P1

Person: End

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l3,s3)

Message:
Notification
„All clear“
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Person: Start
P1

Message:

Received call
for fire event

m1

Emergency call

isIn(getRecipients(m1),
getCall-ID(P1))
P1

Person: Collect

Message:

appropriate information

Provide
to FD

P1

Collected
information
P1

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1), l7, s7)

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l8,s8)

CEO
Person: Wait

Message:

for instruction

Provide to

Message: Get

SCO

P1

a message
m4

P1

m4

Appraised message

Appraised message

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
! (getKind(m4) = allClear)

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
getKind(m4) = allClear

P1

P1

P1

Person: Transmit

Person: Announce

event change to FD

„All clear“

P1

Transmitted
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l4,s4)

Message:
Message to FD

P1

Announced
„All clear“
P1

Person: Forward
fire report
P1

forwarded
P1

Person: End

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l3,s3)

Message:
Notification
„All clear“
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Person: Start
P1

Message:

Received call
for fire event

m1

Emergency call

isIn(getRecipients(m1),
getCall-ID(P1))
P1

Person: Collect

Message:

appropriate information

Provide
to FD

P1

Collected
information
P1

MtAC
Message: Get

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1), l7, s7)

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l8,s8)

CEO
Person: Wait

Message:

for instruction

Provide to
SCO

P1

a message
m4

P1

m4

Appraised message

Appraised message

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
! (getKind(m4) = allClear)

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
getKind(m4) = allClear

P1

P1

P1

Person: Transmit

Person: Announce

event change to FD

„All clear“

P1

Transmitted
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l4,s4)

Message:
Message to FD

P1

Announced
„All clear“
P1

Person: Forward
fire report
P1

forwarded
P1

Person: End

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l3,s3)

Message:
Notification
„All clear“
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Person: Start
P1

Message:

Received call
for fire event

m1

Emergency call

isIn(getRecipients(m1),
getCall-ID(P1))
P1

Person: Collect

Message:

appropriate information

Provide
to FD

P1

Collected
information
P1

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1), l7, s7)

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l8,s8)

Person: Wait

Message:

for instruction

Provide to

Message: Get

SCO

P1

a message
m4

P1

m4

Appraised message

Appraised message

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
! (getKind(m4) = allClear)

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
getKind(m4) = allClear

P1

P1

P1

Person: Transmit

CEO Announce
Person:

event change to FD

„All clear“

P1

Transmitted
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l4,s4)

Message:
Message to FD

P1

Announced
„All clear“
P1

Person: Forward
fire report
P1

forwarded
P1

Person: End

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l3,s3)

Message:
Notification
„All clear“
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Person: Start
P1

Message:

Received call
for fire event

m1

Emergency call

isIn(getRecipients(m1),
getCall-ID(P1))
P1

Person: Collect

Message:

appropriate information

Provide
to FD

P1

Collected
information
P1

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1), l7, s7)

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l8,s8)

Person: Wait

Message:

for instruction

Provide to

Message: Get

SCO

P1

a message
m4

P1

m4

Appraised message

Appraised message

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
! (getKind(m4) = allClear)

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
getKind(m4) = allClear

P1

P1

P1

Person: Transmit

Person: Announce

event change to FD

„All clear“

P1

Transmitted
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l4,s4)

Message:
Message to FD

P1

Announced
„All clear“
P1

CEO
Person: Forward
fire report
P1

forwarded
P1

Person: End

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l3,s3)

MAC
Message:
Notification
„All clear“
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Person: Start
P1

Message:

Received call
for fire event

m1

Emergency call

isIn(getRecipients(m1),
getCall-ID(P1))
P1

Person: Collect

Message:

appropriate information

Provide
to FD

P1

Collected
information
P1

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1), l7, s7)

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l8,s8)

Person: Wait

Message:

for instruction

Provide to

Message: Get

SCO

P1

a message
m4

P1

m4

Appraised message

Appraised message

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
! (getKind(m4) = allClear)

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
getKind(m4) = allClear

P1

P1

P1

Person: Transmit

Person: Announce

event change to FD

„All clear“

P1

Transmitted
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l4,s4)

Message:
Message to FD

P1

Announced
„All clear“
P1

CEO
Person: Forward
fire report
P1

forwarded
P1

Person: End

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l3,s3)

Message:
Notification
„All clear“
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Person: Start
P1

Message:

Received call
for fire event

m1

Emergency call

isIn(getRecipients(m1),
getCall-ID(P1))
P1

Person: Collect

Message:

appropriate information

Provide
to FD

P1

Collected
information
P1

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1), l7, s7)

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l8,s8)

Person: Wait

Message:

for instruction

Provide to

Message: Get

SCO

P1

a message
m4

P1

m4

Appraised message

Appraised message

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
! (getKind(m4) = allClear)

isIn(getRecipients(m4), getCall-ID(P1))
getKind(m4) = allClear

P1

P1

P1

Person: Transmit

Person: Announce

event change to FD

„All clear“

P1

Transmitted
message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l4,s4)

Message:
Message to FD

P1

Announced
„All clear“
P1

Person: Forward
fire report
P1

forwarded
P1

CEO
Person: End

C.2.3. Simulation of the Nursing Staff

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P1),l3,s3)

Message:
Notification
„All clear“
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Nurse N1
N1
Person:Start
P3

Fire alarm sounds
P3

Person: Calm all
patients at your ward
P3

done
P3

Person: Close all room
and corridor doors
P3

Doors closed
P3

Person: Clear corridors
of mobile equipment
P3

Corridors cleared
P3

Person: Preparing
evacuation
P3

Finished preparing
P3

Message:
Instruction
m10

P3

Person: Wait
for instruction

m10

P3

Got instruction

Got instruction

isIn(getRecipients(m10), getCall-ID(P3))
getKind(m10) = allClear

isIn(getRecipients(m10), getCall-ID(P3))
getKind(m10) = codeRed
P3

Person:
Evacuate patients
P3

P3

Finished
evacuation
setLocation(P3, rArea)

Person: End
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Rule application at the workflow of N1, who has discovered the fire.
Person:Start
P
P

Fire discovered
P

P
Person:Start

P
Person:Start

Person: Remove
individuals from
immediate danger

P

P

Done

Fire alarm sounds

P
P

Person:P

Person: Pull
fire alarm
P

Person:P

Alarm triggered
P

Person: Call the centrex
P

Centrex called
P

Person:P

Figure C.45: Rule: discover fire

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P),l,s)

Message:
Message
for Centrex
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N1
Person:Start
P3

Fire discovered
P3

Person: Remove individuals
from immediate danger
P3

Done
P3

Person: Pull fire alarm
P3

Alarm triggered
P3

Person: Call the centrex
P3

Centrex called

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P),l,s)

P3

Person: Calm all
patients at your ward

Message:
Message
for Centrex

P3

done
P3

Person: Close all room
and corridor doors
P3

Doors closed
P3

Person: Clear corridors
of mobile equipment
P3

Corridors cleared
P3

Person: Preparing evacuation
P3

Finished preparing
P3

Message: Instruction
m10

P3

Person: Wait for instruction
m10

P3

Got instruction

Got instruction

isIn(getRecipients(m10), getCall-ID(P3))
getKind(m10) = allClear

isIn(getRecipients(m10), getCall-ID(P3))
getKind(m10) = codeRed
P3

Person: Evacuate patients
P3
P3

Finished evacuation
setLocation(P3, rArea)

Person: End
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Person:Start
P3

Fire discovered
P3

N1 Remove individuals
Person:
from immediate danger
P3

Done
P3

Person: Pull fire alarm
P3

Alarm triggered
P3

Person: Call the centrex
P3

Centrex called

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P),l,s)

P3

Person: Calm all
patients at your ward

Message:
Message
for Centrex

P3

done
P3

Person: Close all room
and corridor doors
P3

Doors closed
P3

Person: Clear corridors
of mobile equipment
P3

Corridors cleared
P3

Person: Preparing evacuation
P3

Finished preparing
P3

Message: Instruction
m10

P3

Person: Wait for instruction
m10

P3

Got instruction

Got instruction

isIn(getRecipients(m10), getCall-ID(P3))
getKind(m10) = allClear

isIn(getRecipients(m10), getCall-ID(P3))
getKind(m10) = codeRed
P3

Person: Evacuate patients
P3
P3

Finished evacuation
Person: End

setLocation(P3, rArea)
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Person:Start
P3

Fire discovered
P3

Person: Remove individuals
from immediate danger
P3

Done
P3

N1 Pull fire alarm
Person:
P3

Alarm triggered
P3

Person: Call the centrex
P3

Centrex called

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P),l,s)

P3

Person: Calm all
patients at your ward

Message:
Message
for Centrex

P3

done
P3

Person: Close all room
and corridor doors
P3

Doors closed
P3

Person: Clear corridors
of mobile equipment
P3

Corridors cleared
P3

Person: Preparing evacuation
P3

Finished preparing
P3

Message: Instruction
m10

P3

Person: Wait for instruction
m10

P3

Got instruction

Got instruction

isIn(getRecipients(m10), getCall-ID(P3))
getKind(m10) = allClear

isIn(getRecipients(m10), getCall-ID(P3))
getKind(m10) = codeRed
P3

Person: Evacuate patients
P3
P3

Finished evacuation
Person: End

setLocation(P3, rArea)
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Person:Start
P3

Fire discovered
P3

Person: Remove individuals
from immediate danger
P3

Done
P3

Person: Pull fire alarm
P3

Alarm triggered
P3

N1 Call the centrex
Person:
P3

Centrex called

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P),l,s)

P3

Person: Calm all
patients at your ward

Message:
Message
for Centrex

P3

done
P3

Person: Close all room
and corridor doors
P3

Doors closed
P3

Person: Clear corridors
of mobile equipment
P3

Corridors cleared
P3

Person: Preparing evacuation
P3

Finished preparing
P3

Message: Instruction
m10

P3

Person: Wait for instruction
m10

P3

Got instruction

Got instruction

isIn(getRecipients(m10), getCall-ID(P3))
getKind(m10) = allClear

isIn(getRecipients(m10), getCall-ID(P3))
getKind(m10) = codeRed
P3

Person: Evacuate patients
P3
P3

Finished evacuation
Person: End

setLocation(P3, rArea)
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Person:Start
P3

Fire discovered
P3

Person: Remove individuals
from immediate danger
P3

Done
P3

Person: Pull fire alarm
P3

Alarm triggered
P3

Person: Call the centrex
P3

Centrex called

message(codeRed,
getCall-ID(P),l,s)

P3

N1
Person: Calm all
patients at your ward

MEC
Message:
Message
for Centrex

P3

done
P3

Person: Close all room
and corridor doors
P3

Doors closed
P3

Person: Clear corridors
of mobile equipment
P3
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Rule application at the workflow of N2. It is nessecary, that N2 directs the visitor into
the patient rooms.
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P
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Figure C.46: Rule: attend to visitors
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